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SCHOOL OF LA\T CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION' 1964
June 6-Saturdây: Registration'
June 8-Monday: First day of insttuction.
June
-

li-Mondayt L^st day {or late
adding and áropping cóurses, and

July 4-Saturday: Holiday.
Âugust 1i-Saturday: Last day of

of lccounts, fot
of division (day and eveni¡g)'

registration and payment-

for

change

classes'

August l7-Monday: Examinations begin.
Âugust 22-Saturday: Examinations end; ofÊcial close of term.

of the University will be closed July

Ofices

4.

FALL SEMESTER, 1964-6'
September

1l-Friday:

Registration.

l2-Saturday: First day of instruction'
2l-Monday: Last day for l¿te registrâtion and peyment of

September
Septmber

last day for adding
September

accountr;

courses.

28-Monday: Last day for dropping

November 2i-\Øednesday: Thanksgiving

without grade penalty.

courses

recess begins

¿t close of

classes.

November 3O-Monday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.
December

l8-Friday:

January 4-Monday:

Christmas recess begins at close

of

classes,

Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.

January 9-Saturday: Examinations begin.
January l9-Tuesday: Ex¿minations end.
SPRING SEMESTER, 1964-6'
January 2O-\Pednesday: Registration'
January 23-Saturday: First day of classes.
February 1-Monday: Last day
Last day for adding courses.

for late registration and payment of

âccounts.

February 8-Monday; Last day for dropping courses without grade penâlty.

9-Friday: Spring recess begins ¿t close of
Âpril 20-Tuesday: Classes tesume, 8:00 a.m.
May l4-Friday: Last day of instruction.
May lf-Saturday: Examinations begin.
,A.pril

classes.

May 2f-Tuesday: Examinations end.

May 30-Sunday: Baccalaureate, McFarlin'4.uditorium.
May 3l-Monday: Graduation exercises, Coliseum.
Offices

of the University will

26i [anuary 1; Âpril

16.

be closed November 26; December

2t, 24, 2t,

ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
THE SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Eugene McElvaney, Chøìrmøn of tbe Boørd
Paul E. Martin, Vi.ce-Cbøirmøø of tlce Boørd'
Gerald C. Mann, Secretøty ol tbe Boørd
Phoebe A. Davis, Assìstønt Secretaty of the Boørd

OFFICERS OF

THE SMU BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Eugene McElvaneY, Chøirnt øø
lùZilliam P. Clements, Jr.
George P. Cullum, Sr.

\f. H. Dickinson, Jr.
Mrs. Fred F. Florence
Mrs. \Ø. \Ø. Fondren
S. J. Hay
Karl Hoblitzelle
Floyd B. James
Gerald C. Mann

Paul E. Martin

Villiam C. Martin
Eugene McDermott
George F. Pierce

Charles Prothro

Robert H. Stewart,
Robert G. StoreY
\Øillis M. Tate
C. A. Tatum

+3Siüii?i
\Øillis M. Tate, M.,{., LL.D., L.H.D., Sc.D,, Presìd'eøt

ol

III

tbe Uni'

uersi.ty

\Øilliam L. Ayres, Ph.D., Sc.D., Yíce-Presidmt and' Ptouost

of

Uniuersity
Trent C. Root, M.B.A., LL.D., Vice'Presìd'ent ønil Trcøstnet

ol tbe

tbe

Uniuersì'ty

Keith Baker, Ph.D., Yìce-Ptesident for Uøì.uersìty Reløtìons
Coordinøted
Jesse E. Flobson, Ph.D., D.En g,, Yìce-President for
Plønning

O'Neill Galvin, B.S.C., M.B.A., J.D., S.J.D., Deøø of Tbe
School of Løut
Robert Gerald Storey, 8.4., LL.D.' Deøn Emni'tas
Laurence M. Cottingham, 8.4., LL.B., .,{ssls/øtt't to tbe Deøn
Charles

Norma Decker, Admìnistrøtiue Assistønt

FACULTY
Richard J. Barber,
Løut

4.8., J.D., M.4., LL.M.,

Assocìøte Professor of

The School of Law

s

Alan R. Bromberg, 4.8., LL.B., Ptofessot of Løw
LL'B'' LL'M"
Jan Paul Charmatz, B.A', B,S', M'S',

of Løtu
Laurence M' Cottingham, B'A', LL'B''
fessor

Julio Cesar Cueto-Rua, J.S'D.,

LL'y',

'Assfsl

ønt Prof

Professor

J'U'D"

Pro-

ol

Løw

essot

ol Løa

H"rrn.y L. Davis, 4.8., LL'B', Ptofessot ol Løw
Clyde Emery, 4.8., LL.B', Prcfessor of Lmu
Ptofessør of Løu
l.h" f.FitzGerald, B'4., LL.B', LL'M', S'J'D''
Vi[ir* J. Flittie, B.Sc'L', LL'B', Ptofessot of Lmu Professor of
s'J'D"
charles o'Neill Galvin, i's'c', M'B'A" J'D"
Løa

Robert S. Glen, B.S', M.D', Dipl'

Fellow

'

Adjtmct Ptofessor in

Psycbiatry ancl Løa
A.tfrlr Leon HardinS, A.B', J'D', S'J'D', Ptofessot ol Løut
of Lmu
Lennart Vernon Larson, B'S', J'D', S'J'D" Professor

B'C'L', LL'M" Professor of
J*"ph \Øebb McKnigtt, S.n', M'A',
Ltu
Roy Robert Ray, 4.8., LL.B', S'J'D', Professot of Løu
Law
E.rg.rr. L. Smith, B'8.4., LL.B', 'Asslslønt Professor of
Løu
of
Ho]w"rd J. Taubenfeld, 4.8., LL'B', Ph'D', Ptofessor
Lau
of
A. J. Thomas, Jr., 8.S., LL.B., LL'M', S'J'D', Ptofessor
of Løu
essor
løilli¿m VanDercreek, 8.S., J.D', LL'M', Associøte Ptof
Law
Charles V. \7ebster, Ph.B., LL'B', Professot of
Løw
of
Professor
LL.B.,
4.8.,
Moss \Øimbish,

T.Voods, B'4., M.D., Adiuøct Prof essor in Medi'cine øruJ Løw
Harold G. \Øren, A'8., LL.B., J'S'D', Ptofessot of Løu
Ozro

LIBRARY STAFF
Hibernia Turbeville, 8.A,, Lau Libtørìøn
Susie

K. Albright, 8.4., 8.S,, M'A', 'Ásslslønt Løw Librøriøø

Billie Brooks
Ruth Crozier, 8.4., M.L.S'
Carolyn Hoffman
Patricia Logan, B.A.
Nada Smit
LECTURERS

Henry David Akin, A.B', LL'B'
L*ry L, Bean, B.S', LL.B'

Faculty

9

Joseph J. French, Jr., 8.S., LL.B.
Vester Flughes, 8.4., LL.B.
Charles R. Johnson, B.B.A., LL.B.
Jack Gray Johnson, 4.8., LL.B.
Dominic Perenzin, 4.8., LL.B.
Paul McCarroll, LL.B.
D. Carl Richards, 8.S., LL.B.

LA\ø SCHOOL

STÂFF

Doris Beale
Mary Nell Jeffers
Jodie Ladd

Eleanor Ledbetter
Susan Leedy

Cecil S. Mathis
Norma McGrew
Dick Morris, 8.S., M.S.
Bea Pittman

Margaret Seifert, B.A.
Mary Grace Shuey, B.A.
Margaret Smith, B.A.
Junerose Swepston, B.A.

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
ADMISSIONS: 'Vebster (Chairman), Larson and VanDercreek
CURRICULUM: Bromberg (Chairman), McKnight and Barber
GRADUATE: Thomas (Chairman), Flarding, Flitde and Taubenfeld
LIBRARY: Harding (Chairman), Bromberg and Charmatz
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS: Ray (Chairman), Davis and
\Øren
Á.DVISORS TO LEGAL
Smith

AID CLINIC: McKnight, \flimbish

and

ADVISOR TO SOUTH\øESTERN LA\ø JOURNAL: Brombers
ADVISOR TO JOURNAL OF AIR LA\ø & COMMERCE: Barber
DIRECTORS OF MOOT COURT ACTIVITIES: Davis and VanDercreek

DIRECTOR OF PLACEMENT: Larson
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE: Davis, McKnight,
Smith; Members at Large: Galvin, Harding, Larcon

t0

The School of Law
MEMBERS OF FACULTY SENATÞ

Harvey Davis
Charles G¿lvin

Arthur Harding
.Lennart Larson
Joseph McKnight
Eugene Smith

MEMBERS OF IINIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL
,Alan Bromberg
MEMBERS OF UNIVERSITY PLANNING COUNCIL
Chades Galvin

Lennart Larson

LA\ø SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Gerald C. Mann,8.4., LL.B., Dallas
The Honorable A,lfred P. Murrah, LL.B., LL.D., Oklahoma City
Chades B. Paine,

4.8., LL.B., Grand Island, Nebraska

Harry A. Shuford, 8.S., LL.B., St. Louis, Missouri
Bishop Aubrey G. \Øalton,8.4., 8.D., D.D., New Orleans, Louisian¡
James

H.

\Øiseman, Searcy, Arkansas

T""

scHoo', oF LAv/

orSouthern
Methodist University was established in February, 1925. In 1938
the Dallas School of Law, established in l92J by the Young Men's
Christian Association, was merged with the School of Law of
Southern Methodist University. Since that time the School of Law
has operated a Day Division and an Evening Division. The Graduate Division began operation in 19J1. The School is a member of
the Association of American Law Schools and is on the list of
schools approved by the Section on Legal Educ¿tion of the American Bar Association.

The Southwestern Legal Foundation was organized in 1947 as a
Texas non-proût corporation for the purpose of supporting legal
education, projects in legal research, the improvement of the administration of justice and continuing legal education of practicing
attorneys. It was through the generous ef{orts of the founders
and members of the Southwestern Legal Foundation that the Legal
Center was built. The Foundation has lent its fi.nancial support to
the School of Law and afforded students in the School of Laq/ an
opportunity to participate in the numerous institute programs sponsored annually. The Foundation ofrces are located in the Legal
Center and it is here that most of its activities are carried out.

THE LEGAL CENTER
The School of Lav¡ is located in the Legal Center on the northwest corner of the University campus, within the city limits of
University Park, approximately six miles from the business center
of Dallas. The School of Law buildings (pictured elsewhere in this
bulletin) include Storey Hall, Florence Hall and the Lawyers Inn.
The Lawyers Inn provides living quarters and dining {acilities for
seventy-five students, and contains a lounge, recreation roomt
faculty dining room and several guest rooms for visiting âttorneys.
Florence Hall contains the Law School classrooms, a courtroom'
ofices of the Legal Aid Clinic, study rooms and rooms for student
activities. The main building, Storey Hall, houses the several libraries, the administrative and Íaculty ofrces of the Law School,
offices of the Southwestern Legal Foundation, the Southwestern
Law Journal, serninar rooms, a large auditorium, a student lounge
and a public lounge. The buildings are of modified Georgian architecture, conforming to the style of all permanent buildings on the
campus. These facilities provide the Law School with a physical
plant unsurpassed in the South or Southwest. The classrooms and

12

The School of Law

large
courtroom are commodious ¿nd well appointecl' The three

;;Jtd-;;;' i" tl'. "'i'i"¡"ii&"s ;'"iid' " p1'"' for stuclv and

r.r."rch under excellent conditions.
The Law Library contains approximately 1l6,000,"ol"1nttl :Tf^
tne
fullv selected to avoid unnecessary duplications and to. rnsure
oI
g..Jt.rt possible usefulness' Accessions are made at the ratebeattention
t
v"1', Yi'¡..snecial
ippr"li''åi.ry 1,000 ";l;;.;
ing given to materials iî^.ft.-nåiàt of oil ind Gas' Taxation'
Juris911i;;J;;;;, International Law, comparative Law' 1.'d
,
legal PublrcâLatin-American
on
placed
also
is
dence, Emphasis
treâtises have been
;;t.' õ;il, p*1"ái""rt' and outstanding countries'
There are
acouirecl from most of the Latin-American

Germanv',Italv ,and
;iriï;ä.;;t"* ;î"i.stt li,.,,t"" of France,cascs
of the tederal
S""i". The Library contains all reported
as well as-all
courts
state
the
.t
:ffi;; *i;11;;ått;ã-""'"t
Ëî.lirf, ä.rlrãrå tru1iÀe of Henry VIII..There are also collecof the Bri;t#;;iü'tã..p"it.¿ "rr., f,ot the princìpal.countries
itt"loding lreland, Sõotland, Australia' New
;;h"#;;".lth,

Africa and Canada'
legal
The Library has complete 6les of over two-hundred leading
6'fty
and
hundred
subscribes .to. four
periodicals. It
"rrrr.rrtiy
counforeign
from
are
hundred
i.tiodi""lt of which over one
of
tries. The stâtutory collection includes the current statute law
list
of
selected
a
and
states'
the
of
all
of
and
States
the United
recongressional.
United States Government documents, including
p"*l tJ ft.arings valuable for research in legislative intent' The
and decisions of the administrative agencies- of
ïoLr,
".grrlrtions
are kept current' The Library has excellent
government
the fedeål
collections ãf treatises, encyclopedias, digests, citators and looseleaf services which make ir a valuable working laboratory for students. several copies of all leading textbooks are available. There
are mâny t""t, ott the subjects of government, economics, international relations and business in the collection'
Fondren Library, near the Legal Center, houses the general- library oÍ. the University. Its reading rooms are available to law
students at all times.
Zealand, South

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The primary Purpose of the Lav¡ School is the preparation of the
,trrderri for t[e- practice of law. The curriculum combines training in the s"i"r,c-e and method of the law, knowledge of tire body
oithe l"*, and practical experience in the handling of professional
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General Information

problems. It also explores the relationship and responsibility
lawyer to other segments of society.

of

the

The theoretical aspects are imparted by the case and problem
of instructiãn. The case method involves the thorough
analysis of selecæd cases, statutes and other materials, and the discussion of legal principles deduced therefrom. Students are introduced to the materials they will use in the practice of law, and
learn to make distinctions and to reason by analogy.
In the problem method, students read substantial portions of
subject matter in the form of text, cases, statutes, and legal instruments, in preparation for class. The information so acquired is
organized and supplemented by lecture, and students v¡ork out
solutions to problems related to the material assigned.
Practical experience is gained not only through the problem
method of instruction, but also through such courses as Practice
Court, Moot Court, Legal \Øriting, Legal Aid, and by work asstudent editors of the Sóuthwestern Law Journal. The content of
each of these courses is detailed in the Description of Courses section at pp. 25-34, 42-4r,
Throughout the curriculum, every efiort is made to- keep the
classes aJ small as possible, and thereby give students the advantage of individual attention and close personal relations with their
prófessors. Instruction in certain fields of law is given by lecturers
chosen for their special fitness for the particular subjects.
methods

PRE-LEGAL STUDIES
The School of Law does not prescribe a 6'xed course of prelegal study, but does ex¿mine the records of each applicant for admission to determine whether the undergraduâte courses taken
reflect adequate preParation for the study of law. So far as the student is free to elect courses, he should seek a well-rounded program, incorporating therein to the greatest extent practicable
such of the following subjects as are not prescribed: English, History, American Flistory, Mathematics, Literature, Economics, Philosophy and Ethics, Political Science or Government, and Accounting. If a foreign language is taken it should be Latin. Courses in
Business Law and related âelds are not considered desirable pre-legal
study. Particular attention should be devoted to the development of

facility and style in clear and forceful

use

of the English

language.

Persons seeking advice concerning pre-law study should contact
Professor Charles \Ø. \Øebster of the Law School faculty.

È

L4

The School of Law

INFORMATION ON THE
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Døtes of Ailmíssi.on' Beginning students are admitted
Semester only.

in the Fall

AþþIícørion for Ad'missìoø. Appllcation for admission should
madäïell i' aävance of the datå^of intended enrollment.- App,lication must be in writing on forms supplied by the School of Law'
T},; ;;;ìi";ti"" *"tt bi supported by ìranscripts from all colleges
by the applicanr and by college- q'estionnaires and lct"tt.rrd.d
of Lav¡'
;;;;;¡ ;.¿á*-.ttd"ìiott on forms supplied 6y the School
pre-legal
his
in
enrolled
v¡hile-itill
À o..ror, ûlins an application
.i"h.r should"file tianscripts showing the pre-legal work completed to date, and the couises in which he is enrolled at the date
ãi rppli"rtion. August 1 is the last day for tling applications for
be

the F¿ll semester.

Law

Scbool Ad.mission Test, Candidates

for

admission to the

trst-

v.a, clr$ must talçe the Law School Admission Test administered
tv the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey' Apdetails about the test may be obpÍication blanks with
"o.ttfl.t.
School of Law.
iained by writing to the
Candidates are urged to take the test before March 1 next preceding the fall semester in which they seek admission.
Ad.mìssion by Selectioø, Admission to the School of Law is by
selection bar.d-.rpo.t the acaclemic record of the applicant and
other available data. The School reserves the right to reject any
applicant without stâtement of reason.

Credìt Reqøheøents. To be considered for admission, an ap.plicant must have been granted a bachelor's degree from an accredited
college or university,-or must have-completed the first three-years
of a íi*-y.rr combination course leading io a degree I lt- and Arts

or Law'and

Business Administration

(8.4. or B'B.A')

uPon, the

completion of. a year of L¿w School study. A ninety semester hour
mirrirnu- requirement is required of students entering on -the
combination itogt"-t attd sh"ll be exclusive of credits earned in
without substantive content appropriate.to the
non-theory
"ô.ttõt
No credit earned by correspondence is acceptable.
study of laÍ¡.
Grød,e Requirements. The applicant must have a weighted average of not låss than C in all work of college grade attempted and
ii which a grade, either passing or failing, has been recorded before
his applicatlon for admiision will be coniidered' Courses for which
pre-Ëlal credit is not allowed, as stated in the paragraph next pre-

1t

Admission

ceding, ¿re not included in computing the average. \Øhere courses
have been repeated, both grades are included in the computâtion'
Ailmission F¿e. Students accepted for admission to the School of

Law are required to deposit $ll with the School of Law within
four weeks àf d"t" of ,cc.ptat ce. This fee is credited toward tuition charged upon enrollmènt. It will be forfeited if the admittee
fails to matriculate.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING

A student who has completed successfully.a part
in another law school (which wâs at the time of
such study a member of the Association of American Law Schools,
or approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American
Bar Ãssociatiotr¡ *"y apply for admission with advanced standing.
h"o. *.t the admission requirements of this
The student múst
time he began the study of law. Students who
law school at the "lio
have been excluded from or aie on probation at another law school
Persons Etigible,

of the law

co-urse

are ineligible.

Dates of Admission, Transfer students v¡ho have completed two
or more terms of work in another law school may be admitted in the
summer session or in either semester of the long session. An applicant who has completed only one term elsewhere should submit a
list of law courses taken ¿nd inquire concerning possible dates of
admission.

Aþþlicøtion. Application
mnsi be made in writing.

It

for

admission

with advanced standing

must be supported by transcripts from

all colleges and law schools previously attended. Good standing in
the law scl.rool last attended must be established by letter from the
Dean of that school, either filed with the application or submitted
at the time of enrollment in this school.

Aduønceil Credit. Advanced credit for work completed in another
law school will be determined by the Admissions Committee. Advanced credit will not be granted for a course completed in another
law school with a grade below C or its equivalent.
Mìnìmutn Resiilence Requ,irement A student admitted with advanced stânding may not qualify for a degree from the School of
Law until he shall have completed satisfactorily at least tv¡o semes-

ters' study

in the Day Division or three semesters' study in

Evening Division

the

of the School of Law.
AUDITORS

Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
law school may be enrolled as Auditors in specitc courses. Auditors
take no examination and receive no credit for work taken. Full-
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time students in the university may audit with the approval of the
as he may impoið.

instructor and subject to conditions

ADMINIST"RATIVE, RULES A.ND
REGULATIONS
REGISTRATION
Registrøtion Periods. Students who fail to register during the
announced registration periods will be charged a lâte r€gistration
fee of $5.00. No registration will be permitted after the close of
the fifth day of instruction in a semester, or after the close of the
third day of instruction in a summer session.
Minitntøn ønd Møxitnttlr, Hours.

\øi,..3^"

o':ii;."

Minimum*10764
1i
Maximum

10

*,IåT*'*'oïTü.,
10T

6's*

Ad.rli.ng and Droþþing Coulses, Courses may be added or dropped

only with the written approval of the Dean. If a course is discontinued without the written approval of the Dean, a failing grade
(\ØF) will be entered. Adding of courses will not be permitted
after the close of the fifth day oÍ. instrucrion in a semestei or aÍ.ter
the close of the third day of instruction in a summer session. A
course may be dropped without penalty during the first two weeks
of a semester or the first week of a summer session; in any course
dropped thereafter the student wiil receive a failing grade (\ØF).
A charge of g1.00 is made for adding or dropping a course.

AND ATTENDANCE
Cløssrootn Vorþ-. The instructor may, with the consenr of the
Dean, drop a sfudent from a course for poor classroom work done
therein or for improper conduct in the classroom. In such case the
student will receive a failing grade (SlrF) in the course.
Attenclance. (1) Regularity in attendance ar classes and diligence in the discharge of all duties are required. (2) ,A.ttendance
records may be kept by instructors; their decision conrrols in rhe
matter of penalties for an unsatisfâctory attendance record.
Absences from. Quìzzes. A student who fails to take a previously
announced quiz may not continue the course unless excusôd by the
CLASSROOM \øORK

* IJnless a smaller number will meet residence and graduation requirements.
consenr of the Dean for good cause.
consent of the Dean for good cause,

12 with
**f 8 with
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Dean for good cause shown in writing (in advance is possible).Jf a
student is excused from a quiz his grade in the course will be
determined as though the quiz had not been scheduled.
Absences frorn Exøminations. A' student unable to take a final
examination at the time scheduled, because of illness or other unavoidable cause must, as early as possible (in advance if practicable), notify the Dean in writing of such absence and the reason
therefor. The Dean, in conference with the instructor, will pass
upon the reason and notify the student of his decision. If the reason
be found sufficient, the student may take the exarnination with the
class when it is next given. The Dean will authorize a special examination at â time to be ûxed by the instructor only under exceP-

tional circumstances.
GRADES AND CREDITS

The minimum passing grade is 60. The ûnal grade in a course
is based upon written examinations and other written work. No
ûnal examinâtion paper will be regraded. Re-examination is not
authorized.

A

student who fails

to

pass

a required subject may

repeat the course but is not required to do so except when failure
is due to dropping or being excluded from the course.
Metbod ot' Comþating Auerøges, The grade in each course will
be weighecl in proportion to the semester-hours credit assigned to
the course. In computing the average there will be included failures
from dropped courses and the marks from all other courses in which
the student has taken the ûnal examination or received a 6.nal grade,
regardless of whether credit in a pârticular course is required to
meet the minimum requirements for graduation. 'Vhen a course is
repeated, both grades will be entered in computing the over-all
average. \Øhen the student receives a \ØF because of dropping or
being excluded from a course, it will be entered as a grade of 40

in computing the

average.

RESIDENCE

A candidate {or graduation must have been in
for not less than six semesters and one summer session
107 weeks). To constitute residence in the Day Division

Døy Diuísìou
residence

(at least
the candidate must have been registered for not less than 10 semester-hours in a semester in that Division or for not less than 7
semester-hours in a summer session in that Division and must have
passed not less than 9 semester-hours in a semester or not less than
6 semester-hours in a summer session.
Euening Diuision: A candidate for graduation must have been in
residence for ¡rot less than eight semesters and two summer sessions

The School
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Law

(at least tf 0 weeks). To constiture residence in the Evening Division, ,the candidate musr have been registered for and passed not
less than

6 semester-hours in a semest; or 4 semester-ñours in

a

summer session.
If a student is registered for but fails to pass the minimum number of hours required for residence, he will be granted fractional
residence credit in proportion ro the âmount of work passed. Residence cannot be earned by repeating a course if residencé was earned

when the course was first taien. Should a student rransfer from one Division to the other, one
period of residence in the Evening Division v¡ill be considerãd as
3/4,oL a like period in the Day Division, and one period of residence
in the Day Division will be óonsidered 4/i of a-like period in the
Evening Division.

\TITHDRA\TAL AND READMISSION
Vitltdratual.

A

student may voluntarily withdraw from Law

of his first examination. In the event of such
a voluntary withdrawal no credit will be given for worh in any
class and a notation of withdrawal (\f) will be entered on rhe
student's record. There will be no refund of tuition afrer the third
School before the date

week

of

class.

Reødmission of Formn Stu.dents. Students who have withdrawn
from the School of Law while in good sranding will be readmirted

subject to the following limitations.
Students who withdraw before completing their ûrst semesrer
of law stud.y may apply,f.or readmission in the Fall Semester only.
St_udents who _completed one semesrer or rerm may apply f.or râadmis-sion at rhe, beginning of rhe Spring Semesrer only.-Students
who hav,e completed tv/o or more semesters prior to 'withdrawal
may apply for readmission âr rhe beginning of-either semesrer or â
summer session.
who apply {or readmission within the following periods
-Students
will
be readmirted without reexaminarion of their .trr"r]oá"
"."dentials: Those who wirhdrew before e¿rning twelve semester-hours
credit, within twelve calendar monrhs from ihe dare of withdrawal;
those who withdrew after earning twelve or more semester-hours

credit, within twenty-four calendar months from the date of
withdrawal. In computing these periods there will not be included
any pe-riod or periods in which the student wâs on active duty wirh
e\y gf the armed services of the United Srares, oruoy p."iod io
which the studenr was licensed and engaged in the practióe of law
in this or another sr¿te. Students who apply for reãdmission after
the expiration of the periods stated

will

be-required to comply with

Administrative Rules and

Regulations
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the requirements for admission and graduation in effect at the date

of

re¿dmission.

ACADEMIC FAILURE AND PROBATION

In this section, "semester" shall be construed to include a sumsession of 10 or more weeks; "upperclassman" shall be contv¡o semesters with an
strued to me¿n one who has
"o-pl.tãd
ihe method of computing grade
o',r."-"ll av€râge of.70 or more. For

mer

averages, see page 17.

Aulou¡t¡c

Exc¡-usroN

First Yeør Stød'ents
1. Any student whose over-all average at the end of the trst
semester is less than 60 shall be excludeã âutomatically. Any such
student ot arty other student v¡ho withdraws voluntarily at the
end of the ûrót semester lnrray apply for admission in a subsequent

fall semester as a beginning student uPon terms and conditions set
by the Faculty. Unless ot[erwise determined by the Faculty, stunot be given cr-edit for
dánt, ,.-.nt.ríttg under this paragraph
-exclusiãn will
and marks
or
v¡ithdrawal,
prior
to
compleãd
courses
will not be counted in computing averages'
earned in thóse
"o.t.ì"t
readmitted under this paragraph çnly once, and
A student v¡ill be
if he does not have an over-all avetage oÍ. 70 at the end of his
second semester following readmission, he

will be excluded

auto'

matically.

2. Any student whose over-all averlge.at the end of the trst two
semester; is less than 6i sh¿ll be excluded automaticâlly and will
not be readmitted.
3. Any student whose over-all average ât the end of the trst
t*o ,.-årt.rs is between 65 ar,d 68 shall be excluded âutomatically'
but he may apply for admission in a subsequent fall semester as â
beginning

rt"d."t

s-et by the Faculty.
by the Faculty, the student will be
as a beginning sutdent and will not be

upon terms and condidons

Uñless oîherwise deiermined
classified

for all purposes

given credit f.or aiy ðourtes completed prior to exclusion, and marks
earned in those courses will not be counted in computing averages.
Any student readmitted under this P#?gra;ph who does not have
an ãver-all a,verage of.70 at the end of his second semester follow-

v¡ill be excluded automatically and will not

be

Any student whose over-all average at any time f¿lls below
will not be readmitted.

68

ing

readmission

readmitted.
Uþþercløssmeø

shall be excluded automatically and
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Pno¡anoN
Fírst-Yeø Stadeøts

Any student whose over-all average ar the end of the ûrst two

semesters is between 68 and Z0 shall be placed on probation.

If

he

of 72 or more in his nãxt semest;r in school and
his over-all average conrinues to be less than70, he will become an
makes an âverage

upperclassman on probation. If he fails rc make an over-all average
of 70 in his next semesrer in school he will be excluded automatically and will not be readmitted. Unless his over-all ayeÍage at
his exclusion is below 68, he may apply Í.ot admission in a subsequent fall semester as a begìnning student upon terms and condi-

tions set by the Faculty. Unless otherwise determined by the
Faculty, the student will be classified for all purposes as â beginning
student and will not be given credit Í.or any courses completed prior
to exclusion, and marks earned in those courses will not be counted
in computing averages. Any student readmitted under this paragraph who does not have an over-all averâge of. 70 at the end of
his second semester following readmission will be excluded automatically and will not be readmirted.
Uþþercløssmen

Any student whose over-all average at, ary time is between 6g
and 7\.shall be on probation.- Ány probationary student whose
average in any semesrer is less than 70 wlll be excluded aurom¿rically and will not be readmitted.

DISCIPLINE

To safeguard its ideals of scholarship, characrer. and oersonaj
behavior, the School of Law reserves, and each student
" aorrdition of admission concedes to the School of Law, rhe"r^right
to
r.equire. the-withdrawal of. any student at
time for any-reâson
^ny
deemed sufrcient. Dismissal from rhe school'may be honorable, as
in the case of a studenr dropped solely for póor scholarship, or

in the case of^e*pulsion for violation of thä'examination rules or other serious bre¿ches of discipline. Minor infractions of the rules of the School of Law will-render rhe srudent liable to suspension from classes and cancellation of examinations, with consequenr loss of credit.
dishonorable, as

Students in the School of Law shall not, without the consent of
the Dean, eirher individually or collectively use rhe name of Southern Methodisr University School of Law in any acriviry of any
kind outside the regular work of the school. Violation of this rule
is regarded as sufñcient cause for dismissal.

Requirements

2l

for Graduation

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Al1 candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Laws must satisfy
all the following requirements:
1. RESIDENCE: The residence requirements set out on pp' 17'
1g. The last tv/o semestefs of Day Division residence must be earned
in this school. The last three sémesters of Evening Division residence musr be earned in this school. The last three semesters of
Evening Division must be e¿rned in this school'
2. HOURS AND GRADES: Ninety semester-hours' credit with
an over-all grade average of not less than 20.
3. COURSES:
(A) All required courses set out on Pages 26, 27'

(B)

Group requirements as follows:

Group
Group
Group
Grouþ
Grouþ

,{-Business: Six hours.

B-Property: Six hours.
C-Litigation: Six hours.
D-Public Law: Six hours.
E-International and Comparative Law and
Jurisprudence: Tv¡o hours.
The course description on pages 25-34 and 42'45 give the group
designation of each course.
(C) At least twelve hours in one of the ú've Groups listed
above.

(D) At

least one Planning Course.

A

Planning Course

in

a

particùlar Group may also be counted toward the Group require-

ments, (B) and (C) above.
(E) Substantial research and writing equivllenl to.three
hours in-one or more of the following ways: (1) Seminars;' (2)
Individual work under the direction of a Faculty member (which
may be in conjunction with a course), (3) Legal \Øriting (l-hour
maximum) , ('4) Law Journal. The hours in a particular Group
may also be counted toward the Group requirements, (B) and (C)
above.

t. TIME LIMIT: A. c¿ndidate may ofier toward the fultllment
of the requirements only those courses completed by him in this or
i

Courses which may satisfy the research and

it

writing requirement-are, where

vill

deihe cooise descriptions. However, in each case, this
possible, designated
perrd oo wheiher the instructor requires or permits a substantial paper and whether

completès it. Students must obtain approval from the
instructor and must counsel with the Administration Ofñce in advance.

ihe studert satisfactorily
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anothe¡ approved law school within (A) the six calendar years
preceding the intended date of graduaiion if he has been enrolled
in_the Day Division or ânorher full-time law school, or (B) eight
,calendar years if he has been enrolled in the Eveni.rg Dìvirion"or
another. pa_rt-time law school, In computing the perioä, there shall
not be included any time during which thelandidate rÃ/âs on âcrive
d_uty with any U.S. armed service or was licensed and engaged in

the active practice of law in any

state.

6. USE OF ENGLISH: Satisfactory use of English.
Except for the limitation under rules regarding readmission of
former students, a student must meet the Residence and Hours
and Grades requirements (1 and 2 above) in effect at the time he

will not be affected by subsequent changes in rhese requirements. Other requirements may be changed from time ro time
with such applicability as the Faculty determines.
enters. FIe

HONORS
Candidates for the LL.B. degree having the highest average grade,
not to exceed.ten per cent of the graduating class, may, by võte of
the Faculty, be awarded the degree, ctnn lau.cle, ilragnn ci,m lauile
or s1tn1.7nø ctnn lau.de. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall
have taken elsewhere more rhan one-rhird of the work offered for
the degree. The average grade shall be based on work done in this
school only; but to receive the degree with honors a rransfer from
another college must have at leasi a B average in law courses at
the school previously artended. Normally, rhð minimum averages
for honors are: cum laude-8I; magfll- cum laude-gg; sumir.a
cum laude-90.

TRAINING IN PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
IüZith the assisrance of a matching grânr from
the National
Council on L-egal Clinics, administering i ford Foundation fund,
the School of Law will have in operation by September 1964 í
practical and far-sighted program in Training in Þrofessional Responsibility. This program will expand the work of rhe existing
Legal Aid Clinic ro serve indigenr persons in depressed ,r.r, *hã
cannot. afford legal counsel. This exþanded servicã will include an
interrelation of other disciplines to law, as v¡ell as a coordination
of the existing instruction in Legal Ethics, practice Court and
Applied Legal Training- This_ Trãining in professional Respon_
sibility is consonanr with the school's a-im of producins not ãnlv
professionally comperenr
_but also professionally r.rpo.rJbl. .rror'_
neys prepared

to

assume the role of

ìhe lawyer irl' ,rroã.rn society.

Schedule

of

Courses
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SCHEDULE OF COURSES 1964-6'
For the year 1964-6f the facuhy ProPoses to offer the courses
listed below. The Arabic numeral'opposite each course indicates
the number of semester-hours of credii. Every efiort will be made
to adhere to this program' but intervening circumstances may reqoit. *i"ot chat g.t. Þ.ttótt, intereste-d in þarticular courses should
inquire about thãm shortly before the beginning of the semester
or session for which they are announced.
In addition to, the courses listed on pages 24 and 2f, students
with superior grade averages who have taken tequired courses are
eligible for admission to Sraduate courses v¡ith the permission ot
thã instructor. A schedule"of th.t" courses, and descriptions of the
courses, may be found at pages 4l'45.
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SUMMER SESSION 1964

Dny Drvrs¡oN
BiUs and Notes

Labor I¿w
Legal Accountlng
L€gal \M¡itlng

2
3

2

--__--_-_------_.--._____---....

Sclence, Technology and Law ---------Texas Matrünonlal hoperty --------.
Texas Practlce

2

I

t

1

EvBN¡Nc Drvrsrorv
ReEtìred.
Constltutional Law

--...-...-..---.---.--.-".--.. 4

Electiue Courses
Damages

2

Employee R€latlons
Estate Plannlng

Legal \ryritlng

2

Sales

2

Texas Matrlmonlal Property

fnternatlonal Law

1
__-.-.------

2
g

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 1964.6'
Day Drv¡s¡ox
FALL SEMESTER

SPRING SEMESTER,

Reqaired Coørses*
ConstltutlonalLaw------------------,.,--------.4 Contracts

Contrêcts
Crlmes I

I

3
2
0
4
3

Ethlcs Lectures
Introductton

Property
Use

I

of Law

to

Procedu¡e

II

I

Crlmes II
Legal Hlstory

2

3

Moot Court
Property

Torts

II

1
3
3

II

s
Books

1

Electiae Coarses
Admlnlstratlve Law

Arbltratlon Semlnar

Brief Wrlthg

Business Assoclations I -_-----__---__-----.
Commercial Trênsacflons
Creditors Rlghts

Abstr¿cts
2

Air Law

1

Antlt¡ust Semlnar

2

4
3

Crlmlnal Law Admlnlstraflon .---_-...- 2
Directed Research --.-.._----.-_---------.._-- 1-B
Domestlc Relations -----------------,--_-"-----.- 2
Eetates I
..-_.-.--..--_.--. g

1
2

2
Buslness Associatlons II ------'._.-.__- 4
Civll Rlghts Semlnar
2
Couectlve Bargalnlng Semlnar -__--_. 2
Confllct of Laws
3
Dlrected Research ----------__._-----_------. 1-B

Estate Planning and pracuce
Est¿tes

II

--_..-.- 2

2

.* All Day Division required courses will be taken during the frst year of study

with the _exceptions of Constirutional Law, a second-year ìourr., .rrá Ethics
tures, a third-yeaf course.

Lec'-

I

Description
Evldence

4

Insurance

2

2
1

Legal Wrlttng
Munlcipal Corporations

Oll and

Gas

Prâctlcè Court I
Regulation of Business
Semlnar ln Ethics and Law

2t

Courses

Land Use Plannlng --.-----------------""""" 2
Law and Psychiâtry -" --------------.------- 2
1
Legal Wrlting
Patent Law
1
Practlce Court II
2
Property Securlty
Regulated Industries Semlnar ---------- 2
Roman Law

Internatlonal Law

Labor Law
Legal Accountlng

of

Taxation II

1
ó

Water Rlghts

3
2

Workmen's compensatlon

1

Texas Practlce

.........--.

Taxation I

Federal Courts

EvnNrNc DrvIsto¡¡
Requíred. Courses*
Contracts

I

Ethlcs Lectures
Introductton
Prope¡ty I

Torts

I

Contracts

Crlmes II
Legal Hlstory
Moot court
Property II

3

to

0
4
3

Procedure

Torts
Use

1

II

of Law

ù
1

Books

II
Electìae Coørses

Àdminlstratlve Law

Àbstracts
Business Associatlons
Confllct of Laws
Domestic Relations

.-.....-....-.------ ....-.-

Bankruptcy

Brlef Writtng

1

Buslness Assoclatlons I
Commercial Transactlons
Creditors Rtghts

----.-.-.-----------

2

3

Labor Law
Law and Psychlatry

3
1

1

Legal \Mrltlng
Medicolegal Problems
Patent Law
Practlce Court II
Property Securlty

2
1

Workmen's Compensatlon

--------.-

3
3

OII and Gas
Taxatlon I

3

Evidence

Insurance

Prâctlce Court
Regulation of Buslness

-----....-----'..- 4

Estate Planning and Practlce

4

Estates II
Federal Courtg

1

II

2

Taxatlon II

1
2

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit

of credit is the

class-hour per week

of

credit given

semester-hour' which represents one

for a semester. The number of

for the satisfactory completion of

semester-hours

each course is

,tat.d. Letier symbols following the courie descriptions have

these

+ Of the Evening Division required courses, Contracts I and II, Torts I and I.I'
Inrroducrion to prãced're, Legaí History, and Basic Legal Research will normally
be taken in the ûrst year of study. constitutional Law will be taken in the sum*.i S.rrior followinj the 6rst yóar, Ethics Lectures in the fourth year, and the
balmce in the second year.
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Gr.-group assignment; (Jn.-ns group credit; R\fat
writing credit. Other course descriptions
^pPear
pages 42-45. This is a complete list of courses; see Pages 24-25 for
those currently ofiered. Others will be ofiered in the future.

meanings:

research and

REQUIRED COURSES
Constìtttlìonal Løtu. Four hours. Historical constitutionâl theory;
separation of powers, state and nation; process of judicial interpretâtion; interstate commerce; personal rights and privileges;
due process of law; equal protection of the laws.
Contracts I and. lI. Six hours. History and development of the common law' of contract; principles controlling the formation, performance, an dtermination of contracts, including the basic

of offer and acceptance, consideration, conditions, material breach, damages, contrâcts for the benefit of third perso¡ls,
assignments, and the Statute of Frauds.
Crìmes I and. ll, Four hours. Origins and sources of the criminal
law; the elements of crime and the various specifrc crimes, including homicide, assault, rape, larceny, robbery, and arson;
criminal procedure under the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure,
including jurisdiction, venue, preliminary examination, grand
doctrines

jury, indictment, information, pleas, trial, sentence, probation,
and parole; rights of a criminal defendant under the United
States and Texas Constitutions.

Ethics Lectørøs. No Credit. M¿terial relating to the "rights" and
"responsibilities" of admission to the bar, review of Canons of
Ethics and interpretative opinions, consideration of particular
problems arising out of relationship of the lawyer to his client,
opposing counsel and the court.
Introìluctìon to Proced.ure. Four hours. The role of procedure and
the fundamentals of procedure in civil litigation from the commencement of an action through appeal. Procedure under modern
legislation and rules of court, including the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. Judicial organizarion in the United States;
actions in the federal courts and the relationship between state
and federal courts; jurisdiction and venue; pleading; clarifying
the issues including discovery and pretrial procedures; the tri¿l
of an action; jury trial and the role of the judge in jury trial;
verdict and motions after verdict.
Legøl Hìstory. Three hours. A history of Anglo-American law
with emphasis on development of judicial institutions, historical
inter-relation of rules of private law, development of criminal
law, sources and growth of equity, development of political insti-

tutions, the reception of the common law in the United
and Spanish elements in Texas law.

States

tï

I

i
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Coløt. One hour. As an introduction to the art of persuasion
by written and oral legal argument, all students participate in
an appellate moot cottrt program. Each student engages in .at
l"art^¡*o oral argumentr óf tioot cases. The culmination of this
program is the ãlimination tournament to determine the team
winning the First Year Moot Court Competition.
Proþerty I ønd ll, Six hours. Possession; gifts; bona ûde purchase;
histoiical background of land law; creation, of possessory and
non-possessory estates in fee, for life and for term and their
respective incidents; concurrent ownership; future interests;
landlord ând tenant; covenants running with land; easements;

Moot

licenses; water rights.

I øntl ll, Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as distinguished from duties created by
contract; including tresPass to persott and property, negligence,
deceit, sÍander, lib-el aná ttrrisattèe; right of privacy; fault and

Torts

¿bsolute liability.
IJse of Løut Bool¿s, One

hour' Group program covering use of

la* libr"ry, form of citation of authorities, writing of elementary
legal memoranda based on research techniques.

ELECTIVE COURSES

Abstracts. One hour. Nature of an abstract; contracts to furnish
an abstract; ownership of abstract; liability of âbstracter; examination of abstracts. (Gr. B)
Ad.ministrøtiue Løtt. The nature of the administrative Processformal and informal; separation of powers and the legislative
delegation of rulemaking and adjudicatory discretion; the basic
po*ãtr and actions of a representative f.ederal agency and a .rep'
iesentative state agency, with comparison of the interlockilg
requirements of the Rdministrative Procedure Act and the Model
Smte Administrative Procedure Act; the Power to investigate
and the right to be represented by counsel; lecessity for- notice
and hearinls; the examiner, the separation of functjons, decision
making by the agency; limitations o-n the exercise of -agency.rule'
makin! and adjudicatory Power; the right to' methods, timing
and scópe of, judicial review of administrative action (Gr. D)

Adrniralty. Two hours. Admiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens;
HarteiAct and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general
average; collision; seamen's rights; Jones Act; marine insurance;
limitation of liability; towage. (Gr. E)
Air Løta. Two hours. The regulation of air carriers and operations;
the special application of tort, contract and property doctrines
in thã freld of aviation; the national and international approach
to these problems in the air sPace continuum.
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Antì.trøst Semìnør. Tv¡o hours. A c¿reful consideration of the legal,
economic, and political issues involved in the public regulation
of competition and monopoly. Several of the specific problem
areas, including mergers, marketing arrangements, and patents
are treated in the context of selected industries. (Gr. A)
Aþþlied Legal Trøinirrg, Oîe hour (optional). Assignmenr ro lar¡'
ofice (ûrm, corporation or gover¡rment) for twelve weeks. Student maintains office hours Monday through Friday and performs
legal duties under direction. Compensation of g2i a week. Some
assignments are divided between a law office ând a county or

district court. (Un.)
Arbitra.tion. Sentinar. Two hours, A comprehensive study of present-day arbitration as a leading method of settling disputes bets/een mânagement and labor and in other sectors of business

life. Major topics will be: submission agreement vs. arbitration
clause in Company-Union contract; principal types of disputes;

interpretation

of contract

clauses; procedures and techniques at

hearings; writing opinions and rendering awards. (Gr. D)

Bønkruþtcy. (Evening Division) Two hours. Bankruprcy material described in Creditors Rights below. (Gr. A)
Bills and. Noles. Two hours. Form, negoriârion, holders in due
course, personal and real defenses, banking procedures of collecting and remitting, discharge; bills of lading and rrusr receiprs;
suretyship problems. (Gr. A)
Brief Vritíng. One hour. Students are divided inro groups and
assigned a ,case based upon an actual case rranscript. Appellate
briefs are prepared and oral ârgumenrs are held before judges recruited from the Dallas bar. (Gr. C; RV)

l.

Business Associations
Two hours. The problems of conducting
business through agents or employees, including vicarious liability,

of authority, unauthorized transactions, undisclosed principals, and ratification. The problems of conducting business in partnership, including ìhe formation of
partnerships, the partnership as a legal entity, the aurhority of
types and sources

the partners to act for the partnership, the relations

of

the

partners among themselves, the dissolution of the partnership, the
limited partnership. (Gr. A)
Bu;hress Assocìations ll. Four hours. The problems of doing
business in corporate form, includìng organization, control and
management, duties of directors and shareholders, rights of share-

holders, ûnance, taxation, distributions, and organic charges.
to corporate problems and to the Texas

Special emphasis is given

statutes. (Gr.

A)
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Ciuìl' Rìghts Sem'ínar. Two hours. An inquiry into the origin,
.volotÏo.r, Present status and continued tttìlitjt of con-stitutional
limitations-protecting individual liberty from -interference by
Governmeni state â;d national. More particularly, consideration
of selected problems concerning freedorn of speech and -political
activity, thê separation of churih and state, safeguards for those

accuseá-of cririres, substantive and procedural due process, equal
protec[ion of the laws, the role of the military in our democratic
society, and analogous matters. (Gr. D; R\W)
Collectìue Børgøìøíng Semiøar. 2 hours. Restricted to students having had labor law. Deals ,¡/ith problems in Collective Bargaining
Arbitmtion. \üØill cover selècted topics in regard to manage"ttã
ment rights, seniority; grievance procedures and such economic
issues as wages, automalion and ìupplementary unemployment
beneûts.

A

paper or pâpers

will

be required. (Gr. .A')

Conmerciø|, Trønsøctiqns. Four hours. Sales: passing of title, risk
of loss, warranties, remedies of buyer and seller, chattel mortliens. Negotiabþ instrugages, conditional sales, pledges,
-holdirs and
in due course, personal and real
ñt*trr form, negotiation,
defenses, banhing procedures of collecting and remitting,- dis-lrdi"g
¿nd trust receipts; suretyship problems.
charge; bills of

Confl.ict of Løu.,s. Three hours. The laqr relating to trânsactions
having elements in more than one state; domicile; bases of jurisdiction of courts and of states; the rules developed and applied
with respect to marriage and divorce, propertyr contracts, and
corporâtions. (Gr. C)

Credìtors' Rigbts. Three hours. Enforcement of judgments; attachment, garnishment, sequestration and receivership; statutes
of limitation; fr¿udulent conveyances; assignments for benett
of creditors and compositions; jurisdiction and procedure of
bankruptcy courts; persons subject to bankruptcy; acts of bankruptcy; rights and duties of trustee vis-a-vis debtor, secured and
unsecured creditors and assets of the estate; claims and distributions; and discharge in bankruptcy. (Gr. A.)
Dømages. Two hours. Standards applicable generally to the computation of damages; measure of damages in contract, torts, and
condemnation proceedings. (Gr. C)
Directed. Reseørcb, Maximum of three hours. Research upon legal
problems in any teld of law may be carried on with the consent
of the instructor involved. Open to students who have completed
over one-third of hours required for graduation. (Un.; RV)
Domestìc Reløtions. Two hours. Marriage: contrâct to marry, interference with the breach thereof ; annulment. Divorce: grounds
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defenses and procedure. Parenr and

child: legitimacy; cus-

tody, adoption and support. (Un.)
Emþloyee Relatìons. Two hours. ,{. study of various acts covering employer-employee relations such âs social security, f.air
labor standards acts, unemployment compensation, Valsh-Healy
and Davis-Bacon Acrs. (G;. D.)
Estate Pløøníng ønd Pructice. Two hours. Problems involved

in the

planning of estates with emphasis on rax savings and simplified
administration; the draftingìf trusts and willslo achieveiound

programs of estate managemenr; consideration of problems incident to the use of family partnerships, family corpôrarions, and
other intra f.amily arrangemenrs. (Gr. B)

I ønd ll. Five hours. Problems in the devolution of properry
and the administration of estates. Subjects treated include: intestate succession; formalities of gratuitous transfers; construction
of donative instruments; use of class gifts and poùers of appointment; substitutes for convenrional methods of property ãõvolution; policy considerations in the disposition of-wealthl income,
estate, and gift tax aspects of donarive transacrions; and the
fiduciary management of rrusrs and esrares. (Gr. B)
Eai.d.ence. Four hours. The law of evidence in trials ar common
law in the Federal Courrs and in Texas, including examination,
competency. and privileges of wirnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion and selection, including the- hearsay rule and
opinion rule;_problems of remoreness and undue prejudice; judiEstates

cial notice; burden of proof and presumptionsl iuncrions of
judge and jury. (Gr. C)
Federal Courts. Three hours. Diversity of citizenship jurisdiction;
federal question jurisdiction; removal of cases from jtate courts;
conflicts between federal and srare judicial sysrems; the substantive law applied in the federal courts; problems of venue, processr
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure. (Gr. C)
løsu.rønce. Two hours. Principles governing the mahing and construction of insurance contracts; types of insurance organiza,tions; government supervision and control; interests protected by
insurance _conrracrs; selection

and control

of riski; study oÍ

standard form of insurance policies and the construction and
-(Gr.
application of Texas srarures.
A)
lnternatìonøI Løut. Three hours. The sovereignty concept; nâtionality; terriroriality; jurisdiction of states; recognition^and diplomatic inrercourse; agreements between states; international rósulation of trade and commerce; international claims. (Gr. E) lournøl of Air Lø.u øød. Cornm.erce, Maximum credit, three hours.
Preparation of comment on topics of current interests, notes on

TJsc

Latu Qu'adrangle-Storcy Høll,

lelt;

Lau'

ll

É>
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signiûcance and editorial work incident to publication
Journal of Air Law and Cornmerce. (Un.; RV)
Labor Løtu. Three hours. The legality of labor objectives -and of
various forms of concerted actfvity, such as strikes, picketing,
primary and secondary boycotts; the labor injunction,- including
iederal-and state legisiation on the subject; collective bargaining
and arbitration; the Labor-Management Relations Act; wage
and hour law. (Gr. D)
Lønd' Use Plønning. Two hours' Evolution of legal theory.from
nuisance doctrin"es to recognition of the comprehensive plan as
an element of local land usã control; comPonents of the comprehensive plan, and methods for its enforcement-particularly zonstreet mapping, set back ordinances;
ing, subãivision regulation'
-zoning and
subdivision regulatio¡-¿1¡s¡dad"Áinistration of
ments of the zoning ordinance, spot zoning, special exceptions,
special permits, floating zones, variances, accessory use' nonco-nfãrming use, due pto"ett requirements, the subdivision plat, declarations;f restrictlons, legality of administrative conditions; public acquisition of land-urban renewal, mâss transPort¿tion, oPen
space; the exercise of the power of eminent domain. (Gr' B)
Løu ønd Psycbiatry, Two hours. A seminar taught jointly b¿
members óf th" Lr* School Faculty and of the Department of
Psychiatry of Southwestern Medical School. Deals primarily with
the interieladonship of l¿v¡ and the behavioral sciences, with
emphasis on mental behavior, marital relations, etc. (Group E)
Legø|, Accoanting. Two hours. An introduction to the theory-and
lrinciples of accounting. Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis
òf srrCh matters as determination of income, methods of allocating costs to difierent accounting periods, transactions involving
dJbt and equity ûnancing, concepts of corporate surplus, and
techniques oÍ consolidating corporate ûnancial statements. (Gr.
cases

of

of

A)

Aid. One hour. Interview of indigent clients, preparation of
iremoranda, prepâration of pleadings and assisting attorneys in

Legøl

trial of civil and criminal cases. (Un.)
Legøl Vüting. One hour. Study of legal style, legal draftsmanJhip and actual drafting of memoranda and opinions on assigned
points of law. (Un.; RV)
Med.ico-Legøl Prcblems. Two hours. A study of the relation of l¿w
and medicine, including the considerations involved when members of the legal and medical professions must cooPerate in the
solution of a problem. (Gr. C)
Møníciþøl Corþorøtions. Two hours. Legislative control over municipãl corpôrations including constitutional limitation on legisla-
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tive powers, home rule provisions, federal-local licensing and contractual relationships; general municipal powers and the police
power; municipal expenditures and public purpose limitations;
municipal contracts including agreements witlr labor organizati91s;_ryryricipal bonds, property, taxes, special âssessmenrs; municipal liability in tort. (Gr. D)Oil ønd. Gas. Three hours. Exrent of dtle in unsevered oil and gas;
correlative rights and duties of o.wners in a common r.r.rnãir;
Sovernmental regulation; remeclies againsr trespassers; analysis of
instruments conveying mineral interesrs, including both deeds and
leases; partition; unitization; federal income tax
oil and gas rransâcrions. (Gr. B)

Pøtent

Løtu, Two

consequences

of

hours. Legislative provisions, patentability, prior

art, Patent Office practice, validity, infringement, licensing and
relations with respect to copyright and trademark. (Un.)
Prøctice Cou.rt I ønd ll. Two hours (required). Preparation ancl
trial of cases. Srudenrs are divided into groups of two, one representing the plaintiff, the other represenring the defendant, and
cases are assigned each group. Fall iemester-investigation of the case, prepararion of the pleading, inredocutory heãrings_ on motions and demurrers, and drafting proper orders, pretrial proceedings and selection of the jury. Sþrlng-semester-lrial
on merits, examination of witnesses, preparation of instructions
and special issues, motions incident to judgement, motions for

specific

new trial, perfection of appeals. (Gr. C)
Probletns of Proof. Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions on particular. issues; procedure of admitting and excluãin-g evidencei parol evidence; actual practice in making proof
of essential elemenrs of a cause of action or defense. 1Cr. C¡
Proþerty Securìty, Two hours. The real properry mortgage inclrd;tt* rights- and duties before foreclosure, príorities, "tånsfer
of intrrests of mortgagor and mortgagee, subrogation, marshalling, discharge, reclemption and foreðlosure. (Gr, B)
Regulated. Inilatstrìes Sem.inar. Two hours. An examinarion of those
sectors of the economy that are comprehensively regulated by

governmental authority. The pertinent legal and economic questions are considered and their resolution within the framework
of the administrative process is explored. Attention is focused
on such selected industries as transportation, communication,
agriculture, banking and public power. (Gr. D)

Regaløtion,of Bu.siness. Three hours. A study of governmenr regu-

lation of business; conrrol over monopoly-andither devices îor
restraining comperirion by the federal anti-trust âcrs, their interpretation and applicarion; control by the courrs, legislatures

-
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and the Federal Trade Commission over unfair methods

1,

of com-

petition. (Gr. D)
Romøn Løtu. Two hours. The development of the Roman law
from the earliest times through the latì classical period, including
study of actions, propercy, c;ntracts and delicts, and a comparison with the development of Anglo-American legal institutions.
(Gr. E)
Søles.Two hours. Passinx of title, risk of loss, warranties, remedies
of buyer and seller, cñ"ttel mortSâges' conditional sales, pledges,
and liens. (Gr. A)
Seminør ìø Ethi.cs and Lø'tu. Two hours. (Alternative to Etbics
Lectøres). A seminar on ethical problems of interest to lawyers
and ministers in the performance of the duties of their-respective

professions. Students-examine practical situations-in which quesiions of the responsibilities of ihe lawyer to his client, the courts
Similar situations involving the minisand society are presented.
-his
church and community are examined. Enroilter's relatibn to
ment is by permission of the instructor. (In conjunction with
Perhins School of Theology.) (Un.; RV)

Scimce, Technology øød Løut. Two hours. A study of the development by courts and legislators of rules to meet. the impact
of scientifrc and technological innovations, and of how diverse
societies arc organized to meet new problems through l¿w. Cases
range from thã broadest, e.g., the industrial revolution and the
co,mpensation of injured workers, to such nev/ nationâl and international issues as liability in the event of an atomic disaster.
Southwestern Løtu Joørnal. Maximum credit, three hours. Preparation of comments on topics of current interest, notes on cases of

signifrcance and editorial work incident
Southwestern Law Journal. (Un.; RV)

to publication of

the

I and ll, Four hours. A study of the constitutionality
federal income taxation; analysis of sections of the Internal
Revenue Code, Regulations and decisions developing concepts of
taxable income, deductions, recognition of gains and losses; income tax consequences of forms of business organization; tax
procedures. (Un.)

Tøxatìon

of

Tìtles. Two hours. Forms of deeds; descriptions; warranty and other covenants of title; escrows; recording statutes;
practice in drafting; acquisition of title to land through adverse
possession. (Gr. B)

Texøs Løød

Texøs Matrimoniøl Proþerty

Løu.

Three hours. The Texas law of

separate and community property and the homestead exemption.

(Gr. B)
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Texøs Prøctìce, Three hours. A critical examin¿tion of these areas
of Texas procedure: jurisdiction over rhe subject marter and the
person; venue and plea of privilege; pleading; special issue sub-

mission; doctrine of direct and collateral attacks on judgments;
appellate jurisdiction and procedure. (Gr. C)

Vøter Rights. Tyo hours. Riparian rights; prior appropriation
doctrines, benetcial ur.r
abandon-ment;-pr.r"riþiiuð
rights
-Si"t.rtory
"ndthrough adverse user. Subterranean

.waters.

modiñca-

tion of common-law q¡ater concepts. Conflicts between
claims and srare .q¡ater laws. (Gr. iì)
Vorhmeø's Comþensøtion One hour.

A

feder¿l

comprehensive study of

the Texas \Øorkmen's Compensation Act and- the court deciéions
interpreting the various provisions of the act. (Gr. C)
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN LA\ø
The Gradu¿te School of American and Foreign Law is a cooPerof Southern Methodist University School of Law
and the Southwestern Legal Foundation, created to meet the
challenge of world leadershilp which has been pressed- upon the legal
institutions of the United States by international developments
following \Øorld Var IL The program is designed to bro¿den the
Americai lawyer's understanding of our A'nglo-American legal
system and its place in the world, and also to offer oPportu-nity
for study to tÎrose interested in international and foreign legal
problems. The program offers to foreign lawyers and law, pro-fessors a corrrse òf study designed to provide a basic knowledge of
Anglo-American concepts and their relationship to the legal concepis of the foreign lawyer's country. To achieve its objectives, the
Graduate School of American and Foreign Law offers opportunities
for study and research in the following major areas:

ative endeavor

1. Advanced study in Anglo-American jurisprudence.
2. An intensive course of study in international and foreign

for United States lawyers.
3. One-year courses of specialized legal training in intern¿tional
law, comparative law and basic principles of Anglo-American
law for lawyers from foreign countries.
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law includes the
legal problems

following programs: General Graduate Studies, the Law Institute
Âmerican Law. Each of
these programs leads to an advanced degree in law.

of the Americas and the Academy of

I. GENERAL GRADUATE STUDIES
The primary aim of this program is to prepare American lawyers for more productive careers in the private Prâctice of law,
in teaching and in the public service. The program is designed to:
(l) afford intensive training on the graduate level in the fields
of law which have become highly specialized in modern urban
practice, especially in the Southwest; (2) increase the student's
understanding of the philosophy and history of law and of the
administration of justice; (3) encourage research and creative
writing in the law and related fields; (a) offer specialized instruction to practicing lawyers as a part of the plan for continuing edr¡cation of the Bar.
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II. THE LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
The Law Instirute of the Americas is designed ro improve understanding among the peoples of the Americas through study
of the laws, institutions ancl-governments of the Americaá nations
and to train lawyers to handlã \Øesrern Hemisphere legal problems.

Trr¡ Crv¡l-LAv

Cunnrcul-uM'F

This curriculum is designed for Norrh American lawyers who
wish to train for service with corporations engaged in foreign operations, _with governmental agencies operârint abroad oi wiih

foreign clients. A year of graduãte study is offered in the civil-law
system as found in one Latin-American jurisdiction. Chapters of
the respective Civil and Commercial Coáes are studied in derail
usin_g the exegetic, case and problem methods. This "vertical',
mechod of comparative legal stùdy is intencled as a means for the
acquisition of a more profound and professional acquaintance by the
c.o1pon lawyer of the proble-r r.rd methocls p..rrlirr to civii-law
think-ing and practice, aì found in one rather ih"tr
civil-law
jurisdìctions. Knowledge of the Spanish language is-rny
recómmendecl.
In acldition to rhe basic courses in Civil and Co--ercial Law,
other courses ¿re ofiered in specialized ûelds of International Law
and Latin-American Public Law. Although primarily intended for
lawyers of Canada and the United States, I"wyers of óther counrries
not trained in the civil-laq¡ sysrem will be aicepted.
ln additional period of graduate study in the National University
of- Mexico, School of Law, is available ro srudents who have ,.r.".rrfully completed the one-year progrâm dcscribed above and have
demonstrated an exceprional cãpacity for advanced study in the
civil law. Under our present arrangemenr with the Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico the srudents will pursue a course of
study that, if successful, may lead our graduates to a Doctor¿te in

Civil Law issued by thc above menrion;d institution upon an 1gor -22-month program_ in Mexico. Eligibility for partiðiparion requires profi.ciency in the Spanish language.
The courses of insrruction f.or 1964-6f are listed on pages 42-4t.
T'Frs CoraùroN-Lav CunRrcur,uvr

The curriculum provides Latin-American lawyers with a basic
of the legal systems and political and legal institutions
within the llnited States. It also encompasses studies in interna-

kno.wledge

tional legal problems of the Americas.
The courses of instruction f.or 1964-6f are listed on pages 42-4t.

-Iiã"tr,

interested in this program should make inquiry of the Chairman of
the Committee on Graduate Studies, as the prograrn anã curriculum are subject

to

change.

Y-
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III. THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\T
The primary purpose of the Academy of ,{'merican Law is to

provide-a co-þteh.tttive progrâm of study in the tleory and praciice of Ameriðan politicai and legal institutions and the American
legal system to lawyers from v¡ithout the \Øestern Hemisphere who

hÑe not received tiaining in Anglo-American lav¡.
The courses of instruction f.or 1964-6f are listed on

Pages

42-4t'

DEGREES

of Laws (LL.M.). To receive the degree of Master of Laws
the student must meet the following requirements:
Møster

( I ) Residence in the School of Law for not less than tlr¡o
se*"rt.tt if a full-time student, and not less than four semesters

if

a part-time student.

(2) Completion of a sufficient number of graduate coursès to
*"i..- total of at least sixteen ser¡ester-hours' The student mus¡
" average grade of 80 on all courses taken, with no- grade
have an
below 70. Aftãr a"student has completed at least six hours of work
with the average required for the dègree he will be notiûed in writing that he is-a cridid"t. for the degree of Master of Laws. In
exãeptional cases undergraduate courses giving credit of up^to.four
,.rnárt.t hours may bã taken where approved by the Graduate
Committee.

(3) Completion of at least four semester-hours in the teld of
the'general th.ory of law. These courses are counted toward the
sixteen-hour requirement.

(4)'profeìsor.
Preparation of a dissertation, written

under the direction
This dissertation must be approved by both -tl¡e
profesior and the Graduate Committee. It must be submitted in
iriplicate at least 60 days before the d¿te on which the candidate
,..i., ,o receive his degree. It is recommencled that the dissert¿tion
be prepared in a form suitable for publication. The dissert¿tion must
be prápar"d as per the instructions published by the Committee,

of à

whi¿h lnsffuctions are available through the committee'
( t ) All requirements must be completed within a period of
three years from the date of initial registration as a graduate student, unless the candid¿te is continuously enrolled as a Part-time
student, in which case all requirements must be completed within

ûve years.
Since one of the primary aims of the graduate program is to
foster research and encourage creative writing it is contemplated
that the formal course work will require approximately two-thirds
of the student's time, and th¿t the other one-third will be devoted
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to the dissertation. Therefore, candidates for degrees v¡ill not be
permitted to register for more than four two-hour courses in one
semester if full-time and not more than two two-hour courses if
pârt-time.

Master of Comþøratiue Latu (M.C.L.). The requirements for
this degree include the completion of twenty-four hours of credit
from the courses set out below in che programs of the Law Instiüute of the Americas or the Academy of American Law or from
such other courses as shall be selected after consultation with the
Gradu¿te Committee. The degree is awarded to those students who

complete the course work with aî average grade of 7 5, and no
grade below 70. A{ter the completion of one semester with such
grades, the student will be notified in writing that he is a candidate
for the degree of Master of Comparative Lav¡.

Doctor of Science of Løu (S.J.D.). Persons who have completed
the requirements for the Master of Laws degree or the Master of
Comparative Law degree with distinction, or who have engaged in
law teaching or the practice of law for ñve years and demonstrated
legal scholarship by writings of high merit, may be admitted to
candidacy for the S.J.D. degree. A candidate for the doctoral degree will ordinarily be in residence for one year and enroll in at
least four semester-hours of courses (two hours in legal philosophy
and two hours in comparative legal theory or internâtional law) .
These requirements may be waived by the Committee on Graduate
Studies when the c¿ndidate has completed work at the masrer's
level in this institution. The candidate must satisfactorily complete
a thesis in published form. An oral examination will be required of

all

candidarcs.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
STI.IDENTS \THO ARE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Each applicant for admission to candidacy for a degree must be
a graduate of an approved American law school who holds a college degree from an accredited college or university, or a graduate
of a foreign law school of standing comparable to those approved
by the Section of Legal Education of the American Bar Association. The applicant must h¿ve ranked in the upper one-half of
his law school class.
The Committee on Graduate Studics may in its discretion waive
the requirement of an undergraduate degree if the applicant graduated from law school before September, l9Í2.

STUDENTS \THO ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

A limited number of members of

the bar who do not seek ad-

Y-
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vanced degrees may be ¿dmitted to graduate seminar courses et
the discretion of the Graduate Committee. Auditors are not permitted, as all students must participate in the work of the course,

must prepare such assignments as may be required, and must take
examinations.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission to General Gradu¿te Studies should be
made to the Secretary of Admissions, School of Law, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas 22, Texas, U.S.A, An application form

will be mailed upon request.
Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by Latin-American students should be made to the Institute of In-

ternational Education through the Committee for Study and Training in the United States in the candidate's country in September or
October of the year preceding award. The address of the Committee can be ascertained from the Culrural Affairs Officer at the
United States Embassy or from the ne¿rest U.S. consular office.

Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by North American students should be made to the Dean, School
of Law, Southern Methoclist University, Dallas 22, Texas, U.S.A,
An application form will be mailed upon request.
Application for admission to the Academy of American Law
should be by letter in English to the United States Cultural Attache
at the Embassy or Legation of the United States located in applicânt's nation. The applic¿tion shall state the age of applicant, a
short curriculum vitae, statement of ability to read and understand English; a certified transcript of grades received in lau'
school, in English; and a recent photograph of the applicant, Applications for each term beginning in September may be filed at
any time after January 1 of that year.

FELLO\øSHIPS
Fellowships

in the amount of $2,t00 each have been established

by the Southv/estern Legal Foundation in General Graduate Studies.

Each holder of a fellowship will be required to pay full tuition and
fees. In addition to the fellowships, a number of tuition grants are
available to candidates for the LL.M. degree who present superior
scholastic records.

A. limited number of fellowships are available annually to apfor the Law Institute of the Americas and the ,{cademy

plicants

of American Law.
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Attention of foreign applicants is directed to the fact th¿t the
of American and Foreign Law has no funds to
grant for travel expenses, either to or from the United States or
within the United States, nor does it have any administrative influence through which government or private agencies can be
persuaded to assist in travel.
Graduate School

SCHEDULE OF COURSES
196+-6t

For the year L964-65 the faculty proposes to offer the courses
listed on page 4L, with the Arabic numeral opposite each course indicating the number of semester-hours of credit. Every effort will
be made to adhere to this program, but intervening circumstances
may require changes.

:

I

i
I

Description

of

4l

Courses

GENERAL GRADUATE*
Føll Semester
¡\dminist¡ative Agency Practice ---Corporâte Finance
Government Regulation of

Sþrìng Semestet
and Gas Taxation
International Organization-c

Oil

2
2

Federal

2
2
2

Law in Society IL*---*------

a

Texation and Fiscal Policy
Unit ard Cooperative Oil

2

--

Lew

Oil and Gas

l,aw in Socicty I
Secu¡ities Regulation ---------.
'faxation of Èusiness ¡"titiar
-------

Problems of Doing
Business Abroad

of Deferred
Compensation Plans ------------------- 2

Taxation

and

-------------

t
2
3

2

2

G¿s

Corporate Reorgrnization "----

2

LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS"
(Civil-Law Program)
Fall

Semester

Comme¡cial Law

Civil Law I

I (Civil)

Sþring Semestn
Commercial Law II (Civil)

3

--

t

Inte¡-¡A.merican Regional La¡v
International Law

---Law in Society I -----------------

Continental ¿"d

f"tiì-¡*érican-

3.

2
2

3

International Organizations

2

Law

Latin Americ¿n Constitr¡ions -Law in Society II
Private Internadonal

,

Law (Civil)

Problems

of

Doing

Business Abroad

2
2

--------..--

'

LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Common-Law Program)
and

ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\T
FøIl

Sþrfug Semester

Semester

Contracts I
Intcrnational Law
Irte¡-Amcrican Regional Law
Introduction to Americ¿n
Legal Method
Int¡oduction to U.S.

t
3

------ 2

Judicial System
Law in Society I
U.S. Constitutional Structure

--------

Commercial L¿w

(Common

Law) -----------_ t

Government, Labor and
Busincss

I

International Organizations

t

Law

Law

in

2

Society II
P¡oblems of Doing

3

Business Ab¡oad

*------___
_*-...-_.--

t
t
2
3

_* Courses listed here may be taken for undergraduate c¡edir with the permission
srudents with superior grade averages vho have completed
the required cou¡ses of the undergraduate cu¡¡iculum.

of the irstructor by
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semestcr_hour, which represents one
class-hour per we-ek for a semesrer, The ,,rr-b.,
;;å;;;:ir"*.
ot credit given for the satisfactory completion of
"f each
stated.
"o"rr.-'i,
Admh.tistrøtiuc Agmcy prøctice. Two hours. problems encounter_
ecl by rhc practitioner in presenring his case before
an adminis_
with speciai attentiJn to: illustrativ" ;g.;; ;;:i1ty" agcncy,,
adjudication, rulemaking and inv"estigat'ion,
i_iÍiigr involving
rncludrng
the pre-hearing conference, the tesiimonial and #ritt.r,
case, comparison of the examiner's iniriar decision and
the .*.""ut
6n-al decision; rules of practice ,"a p.o".J.r.;;?^;;;;r;;;;;i;
federal, srâre and local à-gencie.; gorräÀ-.rrr conrracrs;
evaluetion of standards for judicial reviiw of administrr;i;;;;r;;;:
the substantial evidenóe rule,_ the .l.rrly .r.orr.o,r, rul",
ir¡^lnoao; need for legislative.reform_âppíaisal of ;t" fiil;i;: d,
tive Procedure,A.ct, the Administratir"'

States, rhe Model Stare

Administrati".

C""i..*..
p;;;d;;;ã; ;f ,ñ'ür.d
iðr."ö.i-

Ciaìl Lata l. Three hours. Sources of private law in a selecred
civil-þw jurisdiction, code inrerpretatiån and
g."I
eral.theory of juridical acrs in ä .i";l_i.* jurisdicrion.
"f.rrin..ii"f
a srudv
or rhe law ot contracrs and obligations.
1Gi. E¡
Cìail Law ll. Two hours. The law of property, personal and real.
the. land regisrry. and real rightr;
uJJ i;r"*-;f ;i;î_#
"^
actions and remedies. (Gr. E)Cotrumercial Latu (.Common-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
Dis_
cussions of
.deailed problems of the Anglo_Ámerican tr", ;l'r"l;;.

negotrable tnstruments, agency, partnership and corporations.
Cotnmer,cial Law I (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
FIis_
developmenr
r.h" la.w merchant, and study of the code
:gflcal
."1,
or commerce ¡n a civil_law jurisdiction, its applicarion ro com_
mercial acts in rransacrions, problems ór a."iii"f
;;";r;i_
ling in commercial contracts.^(Gr. E)
""ã

*1*ff:! !n! !! ,t19.i"rt-Law Curricutum). Three hours. A study
or Þusrness assocrations- a_nd negotiabre instruments under thä

commercial code of a civil-law jirrisdiction. (Gr. E)
coøtínental' ønd Latin-attterican r.egar Theory. Three hours.
The
development

of Continental and L"arin_amiican i.¡r;

;"üdh;
from the lgth century to the present. (Gr. r,¡
Cotttrøcts I. T"h¡ee hours. See page 26 for course
description.
Corþorøte Fìøønce. Two hours. Dividends, repurchase
and redemp_
tion of issued shares, and organizational chJnges (charter
"*.rrä-

Description

of Courses

4t

of assets) ; corporate inof state and federal regulation. (Gr.

ments, merger, consolidation and sale
debtedness; related problems

A)
Corþorøte Reorganizøtion. Two hours. Insolvent and solvent reorganizations under federal and state law. Special attention will
be given to Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act, the requirements
of fairness and feasibility, and the rights of creditors and shareholders. Prerequisite: the course in Business Associations II. (Gr.

A)
Fed.a'al Oil, øød Gøs Taxøtion Two hours. Tax problems of the
oil and gas industry arising out of leases and related payments,

depletion and intangibles, development and operations, ûnances
and sharing arrangements, transfers of oil properties, unitization
and other organizational matters. (Gr. A)
Gouernment, Løbor and Barsiness. Three hours. Organization and
procedure of federal and state administrative agencies; delegations
of powers, the nature of the power vested in administrative
agencies, requirements of due process, judicial control over administrative âction. Association of employees and the legality and
illegality of labor objectives; forms of concerted activities such
as strikes, picheting, primary and secondary boycotts; legal
aspects of collective bargaining. Legal adjustments of the conflict of interests caused by the rise of large scale business associations with emphasis upon control of monoply and restraints of
competition by anti-trust acts and control over unfair methods
of competition.

Gouerntnent Regu.latìon of Oil and Gøs. Two hours. Need for
regulation, state and federal; sources of the right to regulate;
growth and trend of regulation; court review of administrative
acts; federal versus state regulation; efect upon prices, competition, ultimate recovery, royalty owners, operators and upon the
economy generally. Prerequisite: the basic course in Oil and Gas.

(Gr. D)
Inter-American Regionøl Lau. Two hours. Multilateral and principal bilateral conventions among the American Stares, with
particular emphasis upon the Charter of the Organization of
American States, the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement; a study of
juridical-political problems of the Americas. (Gr. E)
Internøtional

Løta.

Three hours.

See

page 31 for course description.

løterøationøl Orgønìzati.oøs Løla. Three hours. Maintenance of
international order and accomplishment of international justice
through the United Nations; privileges and responsibilities of
member states; functions and po¡¡¡ers of its principal organs. (Gr.
E)
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Law

lntrodu.ction To Anteri.can. Legøl Metbod.. Three hours. Introduc.
tion to the study of American law and its hisrory for foreign
students by discussing the materials and methods of law study,
the reading of a case, the common law method of distinguishing
between "holding" and "clictum" ancl the synrhesis of decisions.
The fundamental problems of the American judicial process will
be discussed through comparison with civil-law couniries. Study
of American maxims of statutory construction and weight of
interpretation of srarures in prior judicial decisions. Instruction
in the 6.nding of case law and the use of an American law library.
lntrodztction Io U.S. ladicial Systetn. Three hours. A study of the
organization of the courts inciuding distriburion of judicial business, inferior and appellate courts, relationship and jurisdiction
of federal ând state courts, procedure in civil cases, the role of
the lawyer in litigation, aspects of the independence of the legal
profession, Demonstration

in the trial of

of the adversary method and procedure

a law suit.

Løtht Atnericøø Constitutiott.s. Tv¡o hours. Problems of constitutionalism in the American nations. Particular emphasis will be
placed upon such fields as the sepâration of powers, federalism,
and certain substantive civil economic and social rights. (Gr. E)
Løtu in Society L Two hours. A study of the historical development of doctrines concerning the nature and purpose of law;
origins of the legal ethic of the Arnerican society; the relationships of law, morality, and religion. (Gr. E)
Løø in Society Il, Two hours. Contemporary thought concerning
the nature, purpose and application of law; legal institutions of
an industrialized urban society; the impact of legal positivism
upon traditional Anglo-American legal theory. Prerequisite: Law

Society I. (Gr E.)
Priuate Intnnøtional Law (Civil-Law Curriculum). Two hours.
A study of the problems of jurisdiction and choice-of-lav¡ in
Continental European and L¿tin American larv with special
emphasis upon Mexico and other Latin American countries. The

in

Bustamante Code and Montevideo Conventions will be discussed
as examples of Latin American thinking regarding private inter-

national law. (Gr. E)

Problen.s of Doì.øg Business Abroød. Three hours. An intensive
study of the practical legal and tax problems encounterecl by individuals and corporations doing business abroad uncler national

and international law. Particular attention will be paid to the
of the petroleum indusrry such as the ownership of
minerals, open and closed counrries as to oil and gas and the obtaining of concessions. The course also contains a survey of
\Øestern Hemisphere tax systems with emphasis on taxes improblems

Tuition and

Fees
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of reciprocal tâx conventions
in force between U.S. and other countries; treatment of business
abroad under U.S. and foreign tax statutes. (Gr. E)
Secarities Reguløtion. Two hours. Federal and Texas regulation of
the issuanðe and sale of corporate securities; anti-fraud proviposed and entities taxable; analysis

sions, broker-dealer registration, securities registration, administration and enforcement, civil liability and rescission, exemPtionst

insider trading, and proxy regulation. (Gr. A)
Tøxatioø ønd Fìscøl Polìcy. Two hours. The effect of the budgetary demands on revenue policy, shifting and incidence of taxation, effect of taxation on business activity, relationship between
federal and state taxing systems. (Gr. D)

ol Business Entities. Two hours. Tax problems incident
to the organization, operâtion, reorganization, termination and
sale of business entities including partnerships, corporations, and
other forms of business organizations; and the related tax problems of the owners of such enterprises. Prerequisite: the basic
course in Taxation. (Gr. A)
Tøxøtioø of Deferred. Comþensation Pløns, Two hours. Survey of
tax law relating to various kinds of deferred compensation plans,
Tøxation

including profit sharing, stock bonus and pension plans; qualifred
and non-qualiú.ed stock options; deferred compensation contracts.

(Gr. A)
Unìt and. Cooþerøtì.ue Oil and. Gas Løw. Two hours. Cooperative
drilling and producing problems of separate properties in the
same pool or 6eld; history and development of unit operation
of oil and gas pools; negotiation and preparation of agreements
for unit operâtions; unitized operâtion; voluntary, authorized
and compulsory unitization of oil and gas ûelcls. Prerequisite: the
basic course in Oil and Gas. (Gr. A)
United. Støtes Coøstitottional Structure. Three hours. The doctrine
of separation of powers, including discussion of the organization,
the functioning and powers of the three branches of the Federal
Government; certain problems of federalism and the relationship between Federal and State Governments; substantive civil
and political rights.
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TUITION AND

FEES*

DAY DIVISION
Tøition. Tuition fees are computed at the rate of g4o.0o for
each semester-hour of work taken, with a maximum charge in the
Day Division of 9400 per semester of 16 weeks, and $268 tor a
summer session.

Student Seruices Fee,

AII full-time and/or dormitory

students

pay a Stuclent Services Fee of gf0.00 each semester which provides
for the expense of the following activities and services:

All

¿ctivities sponsored by the Students' Association.
Admission to all athletic games and contests played on the campus by teams representing the University.

Intramural Activities.
Subscription to The SMU Cønþus, student semi-weekly newsPaPer.

Admission

to lectures, progrâms and theatrical performances by

University organizations.

A

copy

of the Rohmdø, the University

before October 1

of the year of

yearbook,

if

claimed

issue.

Participation in the activities and programs of the Umphrey

Lee

Student Center.

Orientation activities.
Cost of registration.

fHealth Service privileges.
-

o

Allirr., are subject to change at the beginning of any semester,
f The University provides a limited health scrvice, All students living in the
University do¡mito¡ics o¡ enrolled for regular work in the University are entitled to the following health services: ¿ heelth ex¿mination and smallpox
vaccination by the University physicians, an unlimited number of consult¿tions
with the University physicians during ofrce hours at their Health Ccnter offices,
and conferences and treatments by the nurses at such othcr tirnes as may be

designated, These privileges are extended to all ambulatory students irrespective
of residence, Students living in the Univcrsity dormitories, or taking all meals
in University dormitories, are also entitled to hospitalization in the Health
Center with nurse and doctor in charge. All students living in private homes
assigned to them by the University may obtain hospitalization service for gZ.i0
per day as f¿r as available space will permit,
A maximum of seven days hospitalization without cost will be allowed to
students in case of serious illncss during each semester of the long session of
the University and four days for each six weeks of the summer session. A
charge of gz.t0 per day will be made to students who must ¡emain in the
hospital beyond the above mentioned periods of time.

rTuition and

Fees
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of the following:
The Employment and Placement Ofice.
The Psychological Services Center (including the Reading
S.."i"t'Oi"itioI, th. Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the division of Testing, Counseling and Guidance)'

Services

each laq¡ student is assessed $1 per semester and
cents per summer session to be used in the interest of the Student
Bar Assoäiation. A locker fee of E I Per semester and 7 5 cent-s P:r

7i

In addition,

is collected at the time of registration' The funds
a part of the Student Loan Fund'
Transcripts of work completed will be issued from the.Registrar's
Tle frrst trânscriPt is free and additional
offi;;;¡.fr. University.'each.
No t-ran-scripis -¿re issued from the
transcripts are $1.00

;il;;
fro-

;tti"n

these fees become

Àá-i"iått"tion Office of the

School

of Law. Transcripts cannot be
all of his frnancial obliga-

released unless the applicant has satis6.ed

tions to the University.

Librørt Deþosìt. All students make a library deposit of $l at the
beginnin-g of^rhe school year. 1' is returned to the student at the
;;å-;f ;Ë. y.ti t.tt any deductions for damages or ûnes, if claimed
by June 30.
Pøym'ent

.nã

of Accoønts. Checks for tuition, fe-es,.and/or

ioo- ,holld

be made payable

board

to Southern Methodist University

and should be written for^the exacr amount of the bill. statements
are sent on request, and registration is not complete until, all Universirv bills aie ptid, Th. Jull amount is due and payable at the
ii-ä äf-i.girrà.ìor,, but installment payments may be artanged
through TÉe Tuition Plan, Inc. Informatþn concerning.inst-allment arrangements may be obtained from the Cashier of the University.

Upon failure to make any payment within 10 days after due
¿rt., th. student will be d.óp¡j.d from the lJniversity. until satis-

f.actory arrangements have been made with the Cashier of the
University.
For all students, the last day f.or Payment in full is the seventh
daV a1ter the beginning of insiructioÀ. The fee for late registration
i"â/ot for late"paymãnt of account is $f'00. A fee of $l'00 is
for adding or dropping a course.- A -charge of $.1.00 will
"ti"ig.¿
niade for each iheck reiurnèd by the bank dishonored.
be
Refand' of Tøìtìoø Fees. If a student should matriculate in the
Schoól of Lâw and, for a good reason, be unable to attend classes,
all of his fees except $2t.00 will be refunded. If a student matricul¿tes bur leaves the university within the firsr three weeks after the
first day of registration of a iemester or summer session, one-half of
his tuition tttá f..t will be refunded. After the third week no re-
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funds ¿re allowed. Refunds are allowed only upon honorable disof Law, and musr be applied for

missal by the. Dean of the School
at thc date of withdrawal.

EVENING DIVISION

Tuitiort., Tuition is computed ar rhe rare of g40.00 Íor each
of work tahen, with a maximum charge in the Evening Division of. $267.t0 per semesrer of ld weehs, and EIZg.0O
for a summer session.
. SturJant Fee. All regular stuclenrs will be required ro pay a srudent fee of 912.75 each semester, except studenrs residing in Lawyers Inn, whose student fee shall be $i0.00. A student v¡ho is nor
earning residence credit will pay a gf registration fee. In addition,
each law student is required to pay $1 per semesrer andTt cenrs per
summer session to be used in the interest of the Student Bar Association. A locker fee of gl per semester and 7J cenrs per summer
session is collected at the time of regisrrâtion. The funds from these
fees become a part oÍ. the Student Loan Fund.
The Librøry Deþosit is rhe same as in the Day Division.
Pøyment of Accoønts. Checks for tuition, fees, and,/or board
and room should be made payable to Southern Methodist University
and should be written for the exact amount of the bill. Statements
are sent on request, and registration is not complete until all University bills are paid. The full amount is due and payable ar the
time of registration, but installment payments may be arranged
through The Tuition Plan, Inc. Information concerning installment arrângements may be obtained from the Cashier of the Unisemester-holrr

versity.

Upon failure to make any payment within 10 days after due
date, the student will be dropped from rhe University until satisfactory arrangements have been made v¡ith the Cashier of the

University.
For all students, the lasr day f.or paymenr in full is the seventh
day afær the beginning of instruction. The Í.ee for late registration
and/or for late pâymenr of accounr is gf.00. A fee of-g1.00 is
charged for adding or dropping a course. A charge of 91.00 will
be made for each check returned by the bank dishonored.
Refund of Tati.ti.on Fees. If. a srudent should matricuiate in the
School of Law and, for a good reason, be unable ro artend classes,
all of his fees except $2t.00 will be refuncled. If a srudent matriculates but leaves the University within rhe first three weeks after the
first day of registrâtion of a semester or summer session, one-half of
his tuition and fees will be refundecl. After rhe third week no re-

T
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funcls are allowed. Refunds are ¿llowed only upon honorab-le. dismirsal by the Dean of the School of Law, and must be applied tor
at the date of withdrawal.

GRADUATE DIViSION
The fee for graduate courses is $60.00 for each semester-hour of
work taken, wiih a maximum charge of - $400'00 Per semester'
Graduate srude'rs admitred as cãndidates for the LL.M. degree
will oav the sl2.7J srudent fee if enrolled in the Evening Division;
;;ã;;" ;;;ã*tt *ho are not candidates for the LL'M' degree will
,rrrd.rrt fee. Graduate students enrolled in the Day Divii""

*itt pay the regular $t0.00 student fee.
åio" "-Si

AUDITORS
Bar
of Texas or graduates of an approved
the
State
Members of

without examination or credit will be
"o,r.res
This fee is payable in advance and
hour.
p*
a fee of îz¡
"Ïrr*.¿
is nãt refundable. Undergraduates are not permitted to audlt
courses, nor are auditors admitted to graduate courses'

b;-;ili

t"kirrg

HOUSING
LA\TYERS INN
residence accommodations for seventyThe Lawyers Inn provicles
^studetttt
in single and double suites' Rates per
6.ve un-arried law
a double room; $2.00 per man in,a
in
man
semester are fi175 Per
single room. Prefeience in the choice of rooms is given to Sradthltd-year, second-year and- frrst-year students, in that order'
".t?t, Di;isio; stud.nis may
Inn' Applications Jor
E;;;i"g
-live in the by the Lawyers.Inn
provided
form
the
on
be
made
musr
,.riJ.""".
and must be accompanied by a deposit of $t0' Approval of .applicaiio" ir not given uïtil the'appliõant is a-ccePted for admission to

^describing
the Lawyers Inn may be
bulletin
Inn, Southern ldethodLawyers_
Director,
The
writing
obtained by

.-ft.

I-r*

Scñool.

i"-Ú"i".rJiry.

A

Stuãents living in Lawyðrs Inn are required to take

their meals there, and other students may purchase meals
Inn's dining room. Cost of meals is $2f 0 per semester"r

in

the

OTHER LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
Rooms for women are available in the several dormitories at
Sfio.oo and g17f.oo per semester. Inquiries concerning living
iccommodation, for married students shõuld be addressed to the
-lã1"..,

are s'bject

to

change

at the beginning of any

semester'

t0
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Directo-r

of

Flousing, Perkins School

of Theology, Southern Methof acc{iable accommoda-

odist university, who mainrains a list
tions.

THE STUDENT \ØHO EARNS HIS \TAY
The Day Division curriculum is arranged and the work assisned
tþe. ass,umprion rhar srudenrs will givã ail their Urr,. iã
;;;i ;
the School. In this connection, atrenrion of the applicant is called
to the fact that classes are usually conducted from-A a.m. to i p.m.
daily. Only the.exceptional stuäent. may expecr to complete'the
work ¡equired for the degree in the three-year period,^if he is
compelled ro,devore a part of. his time_to employment. Experience

o¡

shows rhar the studenr

the

full

of average ability_ who attempts ro carry
Day Division curriculurir and a'large
of outside

"-o.rrrì iniurv ro
employmenc finds thc burden roo hcavy, with"corrreq.rent
health or to the thoroughness of his pråÍessionrl p;;;;r;;i";.'üåa.,
no circumstances will deviations be macle in Day Division class
schedules because of individual sruclenr employment conflict. students who musr be subsranrially or wholly self-s.rpporring while
in
law school are advised to enroli i" rhe Eri""irrg Diuiriorr.

AIDS AND A\ØARDS TO STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIPS

Scuor,¡nsrups ¡'on Frnst

yr¡n

Stuon¡¡rs

Nøtionøl Løtu Scbolarships-A substantial number

Lav¡. scholarships are auailable each year

to

of

National

select graduates

of

ac-

credited colleges who have been accepted in the ûrrt-y.u.
"l"rr.
A.wards are made on a, comperitive basis with weight båing given

to scholastic _records, characler and apparent p.o*i"r. of .rrãcäs in
the law. Each scholarship carries a siþe"d oi $soo whi"h
all tuition and fee ch"rges for the acaiiernic year,
";;;;
Otber
Scholørslcip
Aitl f or Fi,rst-yeør Shùents-In addition to
the National Law schol¿rships orher scholarships are available to
entering students; the amounts vary according
scholastic record, need and funds available.

. f Nf..
!t: Judg.e
_scholarships-The
and Mrs.
C.

to the

student,s

Judge Scholarship Funcl established

J.
Judge in hónor of theii parenrs provides
tor one or more tuition scholarships for outstanding studcnis to be
chosen from nominations submitted by the Deans ãf ttt. s"hooi ãl
Business Administration, rhe. school oi Engineering and the S"h""l
of Law. Students enrering law school are"eligible"r" ."*p.i"-f"i
Þy

these scholarships.

Y
Aids and Awards to Students
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ScsoleRs¡rrps ron SrcoNo lr.¡o THrnp Ynnn Sruorxrs
Tbe Coke End.otaed. Scholarshìp, established by a gif.t of $12't00
from Mr. and Mrs. Rosser J. Coke of Dallas. Annual stipend $i00.
Tbe DøIløs Latuyers' Viues Club Endotued Scholøsbìþ,,estabIished by a gift of-$12,t00 from the Club. Annual stipend $foo.
The Club makes additional awards each year as funds are available.

The Golden Scholarshìp, established by a gif.t, of $t,000 from
Hawkins Golden, '30. ,Annual stipend $200.
Tbe Anni.e Morris Løtu Scbolørsbiþ, established by a gift of
9t,000 from the late Mrs. Annie Morris Anderson for the Purpose
of aiding v¡orthy young students of law. Annual stiPend $200.
Eriø Baìn lones Eødowed' Scholørsltlp, established by a gift of
$13,t00 from Mrs. Jones, a member of the ûrst graduating class
(1928) of the School of Law. Annual stipend $ i40.
Tbe SMU Scbool ol Løtu Deueloþment Fønd makes ¿vailable
each year substantial sums to provide scholarship aid for secondand third-year students with creditable scholastic records who
demonstrate need

for full or pârtial tuition

grants.

The following alumni and laq/ ûrms have made gifts
velopment Fund for scholarship awards in 1964-65,

to the De-

The Vøli'ck Press, Iøc,-Dalløs Bør Assocìation Scholørsbìp.

\Øarlick Press, Inc. provides the sum of $1,000 to be given annually by the Dallas Bar Association to the senior student in the
Schoól oi Law who has achieved the highest over-all average in
his ûrst two years of law study.
J. Gleøø Tørnerr '28, a tuition and fee scholarship of $goo.
Rìtchie, Rìtchìe ti Croslmtd. (Robert F. Ritchie, '41, and J. \Ø.

of $900.
of Dallas, a scholarship for $900.
Jøckson,Valkn,Vinstead', Cøntutell 6 Milln of Dallas, ¿ schol-

Crosland, '40) a scholarship

Jmlzens, Ansotc ei Sþrøclley

arship

of

9800.

Vilton H. Føi'r,'47, a scholatship of $400.
lømes A. Ki.lgore,'32, a scholxship of $100.
Paa.l, D, Lìød;ey, '34, a scholarship of $i00.
The Johø Led.d.y lones MemoriøI Scbolørsbìþs established by gifts
totaling g33,000 from Erin Bain Jones, '28 and her deceased husband, John Leddy Jones. Income from the fund is used to provide

tuition scholarships each year for superior undergraduate law stu-

dents.

Gr,Nrnnr- ScHor-rnssrps. Students

in the School of Law who

do not hold the B.A. or other bachelor's degree are eligible for
scholarships administered by the University Committee on Scholarships.

The School of Law
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Rrcur,at¡oNs. All scholarships are credited toward rhe student's
tuition charges and fees. Holders of scholarships are required to cooperate in the observance and enforcement of University reg;Jations and are expected to devote their full time to their studies.
Permission to engage in outside employment during the school year
must be obt¿ined in advance. Scholarship holders are required to
maintain the academic record necessary f.or continuance in good
standing in the School of Law, No one may hold more rhan one
scholarship

at a time.
LOANS

of

The Law School maintains a loan fund primarily for the benefit
students

in their

second

or third

year. Such loans are usually

limited to âmounts needed for tuition,'fees and books. Informatioi
concerning these loans may be obtained from the Administration
Ofrce of the School of Law.

in any school of the
of financial assistance and who have
equal to the minimum ayerage required for

Loans are available

to

deserving students

University who are in need

a scholastic âverage
graduation in the particular school. Students needing loans may obtain application blanks from the Dean of Students.
PRIZES

The Senior Scholørship Medø\. NIr. J. \Øoodall Rodgers of the
Dallas Bar presents each year a handsome gold medal to the member of the graduating class who has maintained the highesr over-all
average to the date of the ¿ward.

of $tOo
second-year class. The award is

The Dallas Lawyers'\Øives Club makes a cash award

to an outstanding student in the

on scholarship and need.
The law ûrm of Carrington, Johnson and Stephens presenrs

based

a

gold watch to the outstanding student in the first-year ilass.
The Bureau of National Affairs awards a year's subscription to
United States Law Veek to the graduating senior v¡ho has shown
the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year.
The Vernon Law Book Company presents annually a set of
Vernon's Annotâted Texas Statutes to the student editor of the
Southwestern Law Journal who makes the outstanding contribution
to the Journal, both quality and quantity considereã.
The ûrm of Thompson, Knight, Vright and Simmons gives each
of gl00 to the student editor who writei the best
original comment published in the Law Journal.
year a cash award

Student Organizations and

Activities
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The firm of Ttrrner, Atwood, Meer and Francis gives each year
two cash awards of $ iO each to the two students who prepare the
best recent case notes for the Law Journal.
The Lawyers Title Insurance Company gives each year a cash
award of gíoo and â certificate to a graduating senior "for excellence in the law of real property." The award is based on the highest
weighted average for 1z or 14 hours in the following courses:
Property I and lI, Land Titles, Family Law and Community Property and Property Security.
The firm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year a. cash award of
g100 to the student who prepares the best original paper dealing

with oil and gas law.
The ûrm of Goldbere and Alexander gives each year a cash
award of $t0.00 to the-member of the class in Creditors'Rights
who receives the highest grade on the ûnal examination in the
course.

The Thomas Jefierson Prize in Legal Ethics. The Thomas Jefierson Society of the United States ofiers a special ptize,of,$200 to
students in the School of Law and Perkins School of Theology who
do the most efiective work in the freld of legal ethics and the relation of Religion and Law. Conditions of the award ¿re established
by the facuities of the two schools ¿nd the prize rnay be divided
between the two schools.

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers

conducts each year the Ñathan Burtan Memorial.Cor-nPetition' The
writer of the best paper submitted by a student in the Law School
on some subject a.rü"g with Copyright Law -is awarded a príze of
g2t0. A priíe of. $100 is given fãr the second best paper. The best
paper is ãnte.ed in the nãtional competition where an award of
$l,ooo is made for the outstanding essay.

The Texas Association of Plaintifi's Attorneys awards each year
a 9100 prize for the best comment in the ûelds of Torts or \Øorkmen's Compensation law.

The Arthur A. Everts Trophy is awarded each year during
to the winnine counsel in the Senior Case Club

Lawyers \Øeek
.Argument.

The Vernon Law Book Company donates to each of the three
winners in the Senior Case Club Argument a choice of any one
volume textbook published by the Company.
The Dallas firm of \Øynne, McKenzie, Jaffe and Tinsley presented
to the School of Law abronze plaque on which is inscribed eachyear
the n¿me of the outstanding student in Moot Court Competition.
The ûrm ¿lso makes a c¿sh award

of $roo to the winning student.

The School of Law
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Mr. Russell M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presented to the
of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the
names of the members of the winning team in the First-Year Moot
School

Court Competition.
Bound reprints of selected topics from American Jurisprudence
Co-. to the student writing

,re pr.r.rrt.ã by the Bancroft-Vhitney

the test examination paper in a number

of

courses.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND
ACTIVITIES
The Soatbwestern Laa) f ournal, a quarterly legal periodical,

has

of Law since 1947. The
of.important topics of
analyses
to
âuthoritative
devoted
is
Journãl
been published continuously by the School

lh" l"*, and it reaches judges, law schools, and attorneys throughout the United States and abroad. Although the title of the publication indicates its former purpose of treating the law of the
Southwestern area, its scope today embraces significant phases of
local, national and international lav¡. Each issue contains articles
by prominent scholars and attorneys' comments by student editors,
and discussions of recent cases.
The operation and management of the Journal is vested in a
Board of Editors composed of third-year students. Second-year students, selected on the basis of scholarship, may become candid¿tes.
The Board is chosen from the candidates who exhibit high capacity
for legal research and writing. ,{ll editori¿l responsibility is in the
Board of Editors. The v¡ork of the students, coupled with the guidance and assistance of the law faculty, has produced a pcriodical
of permanent value to the legal profession. Law Journal training
and experience are widely recognized as an invaluable complement

co formal legal education.
The loørnøl of Afu Løu anil Cornmerce, a quarterly publication
founded in 1930, is also published at the School of Law. The only
scholarly periodical in the English language devoted primarily to
the legal ¿nd economic problems of aviation, the lournøl is in v¡orld-

wide circulation, with subscribers located throughout the United
States and 46 foreign countries. Each issue contains articles dealing

with the many complex problems of the rapidly expanding airline

industry, domestic and international. A,mong the contributors

are

clistinguished lawyers, economists, government officials, and scholars
in diverse fields of intellectual activity. Complemented by special
sections dealing with topical issues of a diverse nâture, book reviews,
¿nd editorial comment, the Journøl constitutes a vital forum for the
discussion and analysis of contemporary issues affecting aviation and

Y-SummarY

of

Enrollment
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the law of ouref space. The Joørnølls policies and plans are formulated by ¿ board of ioterttatiônally-ptominent editors, with a-mem¡.i ri'rft.-f.culty of ,¡. S"ttooi oi L"* serving as the principal
editor.
A substantial portion of each issue of the Jøurøøl of.Air Latu ønd
Commnce is devoted to material preparecl and edited by a Foard.of

Student Editors, competitively chosen on.the basis ot scholarshlP
and demonsrratéd resóarch and writing talents. In ¿ll material re,p..rc th. .*p.ri.rr"" gd";a i" writing"and editing for the Joutnal
is equivalent to that offered by other leading law reviews'. The
trairr'irrg provided by the Journøl'andthe opportunities it affords for

are generally aCcipted as irnportant adpt;i.;ti"oå"i
j.tnct. to any"J',rrrrJ.-.ttí
law student's educational experience.
The Apptied Legøl Training Progrøm,is conducted each summer'

'titd.ttt, "ûnishing tËeir sðcond y,ear-oÍ law work- lthird
lr.i in the Evening Divi"sion) -ty .tt.oll. One semester hour of
Regular

åredit may be ea.rreã. Assignments ãr" made to legal offices (ûrms,
corporations and governme-nt) for twelve weeks. Some assignments
are-divided between legal offices and district or county courts'
\Øeekly compensation of. ï21 is paid.
Tbe Legal Aìd' Clìnì'c.In cooperation with.thepaJll L¡gal Aid
Society ,nä th. Dallas Council of Social Agencies, the School operates
a Leg,'al Aid Clinic under the supervision of a Faculty Director'
For íhis work the School maintains a suite of student offces in
Florence Hall and secretarial assistance. Cases involving domestic
relations are cleared for the Clinic through the Dallas Family
Service Agency, while cases from out of the county -come by
referral frãm óther legal aid clinics and societies. Selected students
are appointed to asiitt court-aPPointed attorneys in defending
criminãl cases. Students also advise prisoners in the state penintentiary by mail. The students interviãw the clients and prepare the
p"pórs and work as assistants to the âttorneys of record when the
caies .e"ch the litigation stage. In some civil cases the judge allows
the students to assist in presenting the c¿se in court. This work is
open to second- and third-year students.
The S, M. U. Studen't Bør Associatioø, composed of all students
in the School, has as its general Purpose the promotion of the
interests of the student body. The Association conducts forums at
which leaders in public and professional life discuss topics of current interest, andlt also sPonsors a social function each semester.
Tbe Order of the Voolsøck is a School of Law scholastic honor
society to whiéh not more than the highest ten -per- cent of each
graduating class may be elected by vote of the faculty.
Tbe Banisters, a general service organization of ûfteen law students elected on th; basis of scholarship and leadership, has as its
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purpose to undertake various projects
students and the School.

for the

benefi.t

of the

law

Tbe Aduocøtes is an orga;nization composed of all students residing.in the Lawyers Inn. It holds dinner meetings ro which prominent lav¡yers and judges are invited for addreises on inteiesting
legal topics.

It

of all residents.

also maintains an acrive inrerest

in the social welfarã

The 9øior Cøse Club is composed of six third-year law students
selected each year by the faculty on the basis of scholastic achievement and effectiveness in oral presentâtion to serve as counsel in a
moot case argued on Lawyers' Day. The case is heard and decided,
on the basis of printed briefs and oral argument, by the Supreme

Court of Texas, invited to the University annually for the ocCasion.
Tbe Regioøal Moot Court Contþetition is held each November.
Law Schools from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas and New

Mexico are eligible to compere. Prominenr lawyers and judges serve
as judges in the preliminary and ûnal rounds. The three represerrtatives of this law school are chosen in a series of Moot Co;rr ârguments held in October. This competition is a part of rhe Natio-nal
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar
of the City-of,New York. The winners of the Regional Competition
go to the finals in New York City.
The Støte J,unior Bar Moot Court Comþetitìon is held each June
of the annual convention of the State Bar of Texas. This
is an appellate moor court competition between the law schools of
Texas, The question always deals with a moor point of Texas law.
The three representatives of this law school ,.e õho..n in a series of
moot_court, ârguments held in April and May. The school represented_by the winners receives an engraved plaque from the sponsors, The State Junior Bar of Texas.
as a part

Chapters of three narional legal fraternities have been established
at the School-the John Hemphill Senate of Delta Theta phi, the
Roger Brooke Taney Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta and Monteith Inn
of Phi Delt¿ Phi. Alpha Psi Chapter of the Kappa Beta pi Inrernational Legal Sorority is active for the benefit of-*o-rn students.

ADMISSION TO THE BAR AT\TD
PLACEMENT OF GR.ADUATES
Admission to rhe bar of a state is controlled by an agency of
that state, usually its highest courr. Sourher.n Methodist Uîive.rity

School of L¡w is accreãitecl by recognized agencies in all stateJ.
Receipt of a degree will satisfy all state requirements for legal study

A.dmission

to the

Bar
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for local bar examinations. Inquiries concerning,admisth!
.o
bar of specifrc jurisdictions may generally be directed
liori
to the clerh of the highest óo,r.r within the jurisdiction. Necessary
iãr-, t", iexas will Ë. ,.rrr to the admittee of Southern lvfethodist
University School of Law prior to enrollment.
Dreoâratorv

The School of Law, recognizing its obligation to aid its graduates
iegal posiiiotts,ias eslablished-a Pl¿cement Ofice, with
"the^faculry'serving as Director. This ofice contacts
¿ member"of
pt*p.".i". employers "ttd di..ðtt - graduates toward suitable - job
äooárturrities. fts'services are ¿vailable to gtaduates at all times
Jlit o.rr expense and they are urged to register with the Director.

i" ..*ii"g:

SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT
FALL SEMESTER, 196l
Flrst Year
Second Year
Thlrd Year
Fourth Year

Audltors and Specials
Grêduates

Law Instttute of the Amerlcas
Äcademy

of American Law

Ir.4
9¿t

?8

TI

4
A
49

ó
10
10

8
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TUITTON INCREASE

In accordance with action taken by the Board of Trustees of
Southern Methodist University, the sqhedule of tuition fees, beginning
with the f'all Sernester, L964, will be:
DAY DIVISION

$500 s ernester rnaxirnurn
($50 per sernester hour)

EVENING DTVISION

$375 s ernester rnaxirnurn
$50 per sernester hour)

GRADUATE DIVISION

$20 per sernester hour
($500 s ernester rnaxirnurn

AUDITORS

$45

per sernester hour
Lennart V. Larson, Chairrnan
Adrnis s ions C ornrnitte e

April 14,

1964.

1.

